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performed, not the gramophone record."2
But there is now a new idea underlying the approach to nonprint

media:

Nonprint media is no longer viewed solely as an enrichment of prin,t, but rather
as a iasic aspect of comm-unication among a world population confronted with

numerous languuges, customs . . . writing skills, and unprecedented demands for

speed in the exchange of concepts, emotions, and expectations.3

pendent on performance entirely from the collection."s
Similar limitations are encountered in other Prescriptive codes, with

respect not only to jazz but also to popular music generally' For example,

in ihapter three, "i'honorecords," bf tne Music Library Association and
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American Library Association cod,e for cataloging Music and phono-
records, rule IIIA states:
In "popular" music the indication of the entry on the phonodisc or other pho-
1or.e9or{ may appear as follows: "smith-Jones-Black" oi "words and musii by
smith, Jones, & Black"; in this event, make an arbitrary choice for main en-
try, choosing the final name listed as it is most frequently that of the composer.6

This is paraphrased closely in AACR rule 2504.

.In 
jazz the problems are greater but not insurmountable. Daily

wrrtes:

11 
tne. case of music, jazz cannor be said properly to exist in any printed form.

Most jazz musicians are constitutionally incapabie of playing a'work the same
way twice. They are i' the position of artist-claftsmen whoseltchings may exist
in numberless variations without ever constituting an edition .7
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Probably so. Who else cares? Here is what is required: an encyclopedic
knowledge of popular music and jazz, a love and resPect for them, and

a very good ear.
But librarians have been accused of abdicating their responsibility

of like factors. By doing this, Bro-Dart was able to perceive that operas'
choral music, and vocal music are related to each other in that each is a

type of vocal music. Operas are said to be the broadest category because

they involve the most people; choral music is said to involve fewer peo-

ple; and the category vocal music is reserved for vocal solos.
These distinclions are not only arbitrary but also wide of the mark'

In the first place it is often true that choral music other than opera in-

volves more participants than does oPera. But more imPortantly, how

d[es the number of participants involved relate to accuracy of classifica-

tion or the needs of the user?
With increasingly questionable results McFarland continues:

Band and electronic music are not so much types of music as methods of pro-
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ducing forms of music. A band can play a symphony or a concerto or a sonataor whatever and an electronic synthes-izei -ui ptiy an adagio or fugue.ro

This is not true. A band cannot play a symphony as written unless

l* 
tlti:^S_p1ts are given to the woodwinds; tire same is true for im play-

rng a concerto-an even less likely occurrence. And bands neuer'play
sonatas; they are written for solo instruments. Bands may play some-
thing in sonata form, like a symphony, but that is not McFarland,s
point.

This confusion of form and medium is not helpful in any way and
his explanation of popular music is equally confusedl
we also get into . . . the distinction between classical music and popurar music.' ' '.In the popular music category we have such things u. pop -rrJi.,'rhe Beurles,
"11.' 

'. country western and j"ri. . .. Holiday music will generally be composedof Christmas music, 616.11

A radio station would need entries for each of the compositions on a recordcontaining more rhan one and would require playing tim6. En*ies,for the com-poser, with dates, for the performers and s,rbjecr he-adings would. make alr the
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music available under whatever rubric it was sought. A school library, to take the

opposite level of sophistication of use, would most likely require .little more

than the title of the phonodisc and other information identifying the item.r2

This may be generally true, but is it necessary to sacrifice intellectual

exacritude? It is disturbing to read on the next page: "If no decision has

been made on the form oi the composition, or if authorities differ, then

the unit entry can be by conventional or label title."13
flowever, there is not often that much question about the form of

a composition. In such cases thele ale many highly scholarly and authori-

tative source books to consult. And if it is found that authorities differ,

it is still better to use some authority than none at all.
Daily is right in stating that the cataloger of phonorecordings must

keep in mind ihat he is making a record of the contents, not simply pro'

viding a means of obtaining the phonorecording. He continues to Press
tor the use of title main entry, adducing several further advantages:

Uniform fields for searching are established with the most clearly identify-
ing feature, title, serving as the pivotal field for use with dependently search-
a b l e f i e l d s . . . .

No specious preference for performer over comPoser or lyricist over com-
poser is necessary. Entries identifying all these have equal value.14

It has been shown that the preference for performer over comPoser

is not specious, but rather appropriate in certain kinds of music. In rock

ancl jaiz it is the only sensi6le approach. It has also been shown that an

attempt to apply title main entry in jazz rvould lead into a morass.
The pteference for lyricist over comPoser is not of the same order:

by a convention in popular music, lyricists are usually listed first.
Daily's last argument for title main entry may be the most attractive:

A curiosity of computerization of cataloging has been the expense of input in-
to the system, usually requiring complete cataloging by professional personnel
before the computer entry can be made. . . . If title entry is adopted, the com-
puter can serve both as an automated device {or the production of discographies
as well as a searching tool.16

Attractive, yes, but only if the convenience of. the computer Pro-
grammer is to be preferred to that of the user. Convenience of the user

implies serving him with intellectual exactitude. The fact remains, the

composer is still the most important identifying element in classical
music. There are thousands of symphonies but only one Beethoven.
Daily himself was closer to the truth in 1967 when he wrote:

There is no reason why the entry should not be just as straightforward as pos-
sible, preferring the composer of serious music for a unit entry, the performer
in the case of several works by different comPosers ot fot iazz and popular mu-
sic, and the title of the recording for works by several comPosers played by sev-
eral performers.l6

Decisions on choice of entry are ultimately based on one's priorities.
ln Organizing Nonprint Materials Daily writes:
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The librarian preparing to make a collection of phonorecordings must first de-
termine how the collection will serve the community and how the community
will search for the phonorecordings each individual wishes to hear.17

I would amend the statement to read: "The librarian preparing to
make a collection of phonorecordings must first be mindful of musical
considerations and organize his collection in a logical manner which
takes account of those considerations. Then he should teach the user
how to search or should simply serve him directly."

r. Gordon stevenson, "Discography,' :::;:'"crs 2r:lt8 (July rez2).
2. "Report by the Joint Committee of the American Library Association and the

Music Library Association," in C. David Overton, The GramaPhone Recoril Li-
brary (London: Grafton, l95l), p.l17.

3. Pearce S. Grove and Evelyn G. Clement, Bibli,ographic Control of Nonprint Media
(Chicago: American Library Association, 1972) , p.xix.

4. Jay E. Daily, Organizing Nonprint Materials; A Guid,e lor Librarians (Books in
Library and Information Science, v.3 [New York: Dekker, t972]) , p.39.

5. Daily, Organizing Nonprint Materials, p.39.
6. Joint Committee on Music Cataloging, Cod,e for Catalogi.ng Music and Phono-

records, prepared by a joint commirtee of the Music Library Association and the
American Library Association, Division of Cataloging and Classification (Chicago:
American Library Association, 1958) , p.39.

7. Jay E. Daily, "The Selection, Processing, and Storage of Non-Print Materials: A
Critique of the Anglo-Arnerican Cataloging Rules as They Relate to Newer Media,"
Library Trends 16:286 (Oct. 1967).

8. Walter Allen in "Discographic Techniques: Vernacular vs. Art Music," a panel
discussion at the annual meeting of the Association for Recorded Sound Collections,
New York, N.Y.,20 November 1971. euoted by Stevenson,..Discography," p.ll7.

9. Roger McFarland, "Phonorecord Classification," in Grove, Bibli,ographic Control,
p.374-77.

10. McFarland, "Phonorecord Classification," p.375.
I L McFarland, "Phonorecord Classification," p.376.
12. Daily, Organizin g N onprint Materials, p.44.
13. Daily, Or ganizing N onprint Materials, p.45.
14. Daily, Organizing Nonprint Materiak, p.52.
15. Daily, Organizing Nonprint Materials, p.52.
16. Daily, "Selection, Processing, and Storage," p.286.
17. Daily, Organizing Nonprint Materials, p.37.
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The Closing of the Classif ied Catalog

Af Bosfon Universify

Mencanrr Hrunr,r Heztu
B oston Uniaersity Libraries

Boston, Massachusetts

The classified catalog at Boston (Jniuersity libraries is being discon'
tinued. Although it has been a useful research tool, the classified catalog
has prouen too expensiue to keep current. The library has, therefore,
conuerted to a traditional alphabetic subiect catalog and uil l  receiue
catalog cards from the Ohio College Library Center through the New
England Library Netutork. This change has required significant modifi'
cations in cataloging procedures and should result in improued seraice.
Although the books represented in the classified catalog tnay eaentually
be assigned subiect headings, tzuo subiect catalogs are being maintained
at present.

QINCE 1948 THE SUBJECT CATALOG for Boston University (BU)
U libraries has been a classified catalog based on the Library of Con-
gress (LC) classification system. On I July 1972, however, work on this
catalog ceased in preparation for the conversion to an alphabetic subject
catalog. Because the classified catalog is an unusual tool in American li-
braries, it seems appropriate to revierv the format and efiectiveness of
our catalog, as well as to comment upon the present discontinuance of
this subject approach.

The decision to construct a classified catalog at Boston University was
made by former library director Floyd E. Orton, who had observed the
usefulness of such a tool at the John Crerar Library in Chicago. The
classified catalog was begun in September 1948 and, until 1970, was pri
marily the responsibility of Mary D. Herrick.l During its twenty-five
year history, the classified catalog served the central library as well as
four branch libraries. The index to the classified catalog has been pub-
lished in three editions.2

Constr.uction and Maintenance of the Classified Catalog

Unlike European classified catalogs, the classified catalog at Boston

Manuscript received April 1973; accepted for publication October 1973.
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University is composed of two sections-rhe catalog itself and the index.
Both sections appear in card format. Until the time of conversion, the
index cards were interfiled in the author/title catalog. Each index card
displays a typed subject heading, with or without subdivisions, and the
corresponding classification number or number range under which books
on the desired subject may be found. There are clear directions refer-

sources.

Not all of the above procedures were planned at the outset; some
were developed as the need arose. FortunaGly, such policies were easily
adopted and, in general, the catalog matured gracefully.

Discontinuance of the Ctassifi.ed Catalog

title, the subject cataloger must do careful subject authority work as
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noted previously. Not surprisingly, it became increasingly difficult to
keep up, and a backlog of subject work began to develop in 1968. As of
September 1970 approximately 40,000 titles, representing at least one
year's work, were waiting to be authorized. (It should be noted that one
card for these books did appear in the classified catalog, but this was not
necessarily indexed, and additional subject headings were not analyzed.)

In an effort to reduce the backlog, additional subject personnel were
trained. By the summer of l97l eight catalogers, as opposed to the previ-
ous one-and-a-half, were doing subject work regularly, and additional
workers were trained that fall. In order to increase efficiency, each sub-
ject worker was given responsibility f.or a particular subject area. Ses-
sions at the Subject Authority File were tighdy scheduled, and weekend
and evening work hours were instituted. In spite of these measures, how-
ever, subject work generally lagged by a period of one year.

In recognition of an obligation to make material available more
quickly, alternative systems were considered, but until recently none was
found sufficiently economical to outweigh the costs of a system change-
over. The development of the Library of Congress MARC tapes and,
more recently, the introduction of cooperative cataloging by member li-
braries in the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) system provided a
possible method for achieving speed and efficiency in subject-and gen-
eral-cataloging. On I July 1972 Boston University became a full sub-
scriber to the New England Library Network (NELINET), which is
now connected with the OCLC system. The library is now on line and
receiving cards from the OCLC computer center.

Although the numerical approach to subjects in a classified catalog
seems more amenable to computer applications than the alphabetic ap-
proach of dictionary subject catalogs, systems developed to date have not
provided the numerical approach and, in order to take advantage of the
OCLC system, Boston University was faced with the task of conforming
to the LC data on the MARC tapes. This involved not only closing our
classified catalog and initiating an alphabetic subject catalog, but also
revising other procedures in order to achieve conformity with OCLC
standards. The preparations for joining NELINET were accomplished
during the summer of 1972 and will be reviewed briefly here.

The first step involved the total acceptance of LC call numbers, in-
cluding book numbers as provided by LC instead of the Biscoe time
numbers previously used. Beginning in July 1972, LC policy was fol-
lowed as closely as possible for all new material, and from that date
Biscoe time numbers were regarded as Cutter numbers and liled as book
numbers.

As anticipated, this procedure caused several minor problems. For in-
stance, in those classification numbers for which there were more than
nine books published in a single year, there was a filing problem. Nor-
mally, the time numbers are filed first by year of publication and then
by individual book numbers: F7l, F7ll, F712, . . . , F7ll3 (F7l13 repre-
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senting the fourteenth book published in 1971 for a particular classifi-
cation). Cutter numbers, on the other hand, are filed decimally, a pro-
cedure which places a book with time number F7113 between books with
time numbers FTll and F712. The shelflist and shelves were refiled
decimally where necessary. A similar filing problem involved those classi-
fications in which Cutter numbers were part of the classification num-
bers. For example, in the subject area of psychoanalysis, BU filed (by
time number) all books with the general number for psychoanalysis-
BFl73-before all periodicals with classification BFIZB.A2. When, as a
result of our catalog changeover, Biscoe time numbers were regarded as
Cutter numbers, periodicals with A2 as the third element of the call
number came to be filed before all books with time numbers as the third
element. The rearrangement of the shelflist and shelves according to
this principle resulted in a better representation of LC policy. finilly,
the occasional conflicts of LC book numbers with Boston University
time numbers had to be adjusted. As an example, LC assigned the num-
ber L82342.F64 to a book by the Ford Foundation, but BU had used
that number previously lor a similar book published in 1964. whenever
such a conflict occurs, the LC number is accepted and the book with a
Biscoe time number is changed.

At the same time that LC call numbers were accepted in toto, LC sub-
ject headings were accepted, and thus an alphabetii subject catalog, was
begun. All new marerials and all backlog subject work (originally in-
tended for the classified catalog) were given LC subject headings. 

-The

subject authority work was not done at this time but was reserved for a
later date. It should be noted that after careful consideration, BU de-
cided to file all "name subjects" in the author/title catalog. Thus, works
about persons, government agencies, institutions, and societies are filed
along with works by these bodies.

Meanwhile the classified catalog had to be maintained. An important
project involved the transfer of the classifiecl catalog index from the
author/title catalog to a separate cabinet near rhe clissified catalog it-
sef' In addition, routine adjustments of the classified catalog and its in-
dex continued.

- 
As 

_a consequence of all these activities, the library currently main-
tains three catalogs with subject references. In an attempt to reduce con-
fusion for readers, BU has designated a distinct ure" o] the library for
both the classified catalog with its index and the alphabetic subject cata-
log. Prominent signs, as well as brief information sheets, are provided
to help the reader utilize the subject tools fully. During the intitial
stages of our changeover, additional assistance was ofiered at an infor-
mation desk stafied by members of the Reference and catalog depart-
ments,

shortly' BU expects to remove rhe name subjects from the classified
catalog index so that all name subjects can ue ntea in the author/title
catalog. In a more ambitious endeavor, the library hopes to carry the
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conversion project to its logical conclusion by assigning alphabetic sub-
ject headings to the books represented in the classified catalog. This op-

eration will be extremely costly, however, and as a result the total dis-
mantling of the classified catalog is not anticipated in the near future.

Eflectiaeness of the Classified Catalog

It is not without regret that the classified catalog has been discon-
tinued. It served the university well for many years, and the problems
which were involved in the maintenance of the classified catalog were ac-
companied by very real benefits. A brief analysis of the advantages and
disadvantages of the catalog follows.

A primary disadvantage of the classified catalog was that mainte-
nance was time-consuming, and, as a result, the catalog was expensive'
There was always a lengthy period of training for new subject catalog-
ers before subject authority work could begin. The subject analysis it-
self required careful judgment, and not infrequently additional time
was spent in recalling books to check subject aspects which were not clear
from the subject headings provided by LC. During the final year of ac-
tive subject work, approximately ten catalogers spent a total of fifty-two
hours a week at the Subject Authority File doing subject work. On the
average, twenty-five to thirty titles could be authorized in an hour.

Although it is difficult to compare this production level with that for
authorizing alphabetic subject headings (especially because the alphabet'
ic file has been started so recently), a few general comparisons can be
made. Although it is time-consuming to establish alphabetic subject
headings, with this approach the cards can be filed and in use while the
subject authority file is being built. The procedure for the classified cat-
alog had been to hold up card production until subject work was com-
pleted. In addition, subject authority work for alphabetic subject head-
ings can be batched, an approach not possible with the classified catalog.
BU anticipates that by maintaining an alphabetic subject catalog based
on a computer system, it will be possible to avoid the backlog of subject
work which developed with the classified catalog.

There were other minor problems as well. The lack of a general in-
dex to the LC classification resulted in basic difficulties in creating the
numerical equivalents for subject headings assigned by LC. As the BU
index grew, the problem was lessened somewhat, but the library nonethe-
less experienced some difficult;, in establishing correspondence between
the LC schedules and subject headings. The two-part nature of the clas-
sified catalog presented another potential problem. References in the in-
dex must, of course, lead to at least one card in the classified catalog,
and the removal of such references may be overlooked when the last
work in a given number is withdrawn. Careful work is required to keep
the index correct.

Many advantages were associated with the classified catalog. The
cataloger had a great degree of flexibility in terminology, and could ex-
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p:ress relationships and subject aspects normally not available in tradi-
tional subject work. For example, the use of the subdivision "General
works" under most major subject areas quickly directed the user to ba-
sic books in the field. Anothei benefit for catalogers was the ease with
which terminology could be updated. In a clasified. catalog only the
terms on the index card must be changed. In an alphabetic subjec t cata-
log, each card with the outdated heading need.s correction for optimal
clarity, although new guide cards or drofped headings could be iubsti-
tuted. There is, in addition, a saving o?-cards and, hence, of catalog
space due to the frequent duplication in meaning of LC subject head-
ings. That is, it is common to find a book with two LC subjeci headings
covered by the same classification number. The reader will be led to th-is
number by index rerms representing both subject headings, but only one
card need appear in the classified caialog.

The reaction of users to rhe classihed catalog at Boston University
has never been studied formally, but, in gerre.ul the catalog seems to
have functioned well. Some people swear by it, some people s"wear at it,
but mostly readers just use it. The Refeience oepirtment stafi com-
t"..Ttr 

llugrably upon the catalog and appreciates especially the ease
with which the index can be used to demonstrate a spicific aspect of a
topic. The broad view of subject fields which is providid in the classified
catalog has also been noted favorably. A potential problem for the users
always exists, however, because of the two steps involved in the use of
the classified catalog. It is possible to miss oni of the steps and to lose
important material as a consequence. (RU discovered, in fact, that some
students 

_purposefully consulted only the index before going to the
stacks. obviously they were missing books with secondary iubjlct head-
ings in the desired field) To promote proper use, Catalog Department
personnel have been stationed at an informition desk in thi prLli. .ut^-
Iog area, and such service is generally appreciated. Generally, however,
faculty and students can and do use the ilissified catalog efficiently with-
out individual instruction.

The classified catalog is, in short, a useful research tool. The realities
of subject cataloging were such, however, that the crassified catalog be-
:?Te u luxury which Boston University could no longer afiord. Boston
University's efiorts toward standardization have no doubt resulted in a
loss of individuality, bur the library believes that this loss will be com-
pensated by an improvement in service to the university communitv.

l. Mary D. Herrick, ',The

py,v,,,corege*o^""If il;mlf,-lr"rt",3:Li;r;i:r" jf #",",,il:l1l1.ft ,'The 
classified catalog^at Bosron University, 

'194g-1964,|' 
tibrory'Resources dt

Technical Seruices 8:289-99 (Summer 1964) .
2' Boston university Library., index to tne ttaui|ed catalog ol the Boston uniuersity

Libraries (3rd ed., rev. and enl.; Bosron: G. K. ilall, lgTB):
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Enlarging LC Copy' A New System

ANN K. SvuoNs*

The Xerox Systern 1.2.J., which makes contact size copy and enlarges
copy, is described as utilized by the Oregon State Unitersity library.

IBRARIES, LARGE AND SMALL, continue to search for methods
of reproducing entries from the National'Union Catalog (NUC)

at a low cost by efficient methods. This has certainly been true at Oregon
State University (OSU) library. The library houses over 600,000 vol-
umes, and the catalog department processes apProximately 1,500 new ti'
tles per month.

Preparing catalog cards has advanced beyond locating copy and or-
dering LC cards, or typing a master for card reproduction. In 1965
ALA's Library Technology Project issued Catalog Card. Reproduction,
but many methods there described are now out of date and have been
replaced by more sophisticated methods.l In reviewing the literature one
is surprised that so little has been written about reproducing NUC en-
tries. Articles about the use of the Polaroid CU-5, appearing in 1967,
were the first to describe post-1965 techniques; Library Technology Re-
ports later published a comprehensive report on the Polaroid CU-5.2' 3

In the mid-1960s when the Polaroid CU-5 camera was developed for
use in libraries, Oregon State University library, like many other librar'
ies, was eager to try the camera and purchased one. While the CU-5 was

used at OSU, the cost was $.25 to $.28 per exPosure. The copy from the
Polaroid was not totally satisfactory in appearance: sometimes photos
were either too light or too dark. Also, if the copy was brief it was
found more effective and cheaper to type the entry rather than photo-
graph it.

Other systems using a cataloger's camera have been devised, some by
large companies and others by libraries using the resources of local au'

diovisual departments.a While the process, that of photographing en-
tries, remained basically the same, the purpose of using new methods
was to reduce costs. Libraries with cameras using regular film which had

Manuscript received October 1973; accepted for publication November 1973.

i Formerly cataloger, Oregon State University library, Corvallis.
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to be sent out for developing or taken to a campus darkroom found that
card reproduction was delayed.

other systems in operation in libraries today, e.g., the cataloger's cam-
era, I.ibrary of Congress (LC) deposiro.y .urdr, a=nd microfi.h" ,yr,"-,
which ean be searched by LC card number and copy enlarged, were in.
vestigated before oSU decidecl to change from the'polarofo camera to
the system presently used.E

rrary has found a method for repro-
:r title or less. The operation is per.
arith no extra processing or waiting,
:cause it requires no more skill than

The system in operation ar osu library since mid,-summer r97l is the
Xerox system 1.2.3. Xerox previousry buitt a machine called the 3.2.r.
for industrial and commercial applications to reduce correspondence to
tab card size, and then produced-a machine called the r.2.r4. with a 2x
lens as a blow-back mechanism so that correspondence would be brought
back to. the original size and read. Libraries at syracuse and princeton
universities became inrerested in the possibility oi using a Xerox 1.2.3.
for library copying. The 2x lens on the 1.2.3. enlarge"a tne copy roo
much for use on a conventional catalog card (Exhibit-l). A modii with
a.special l.7x lens was developed to enlarge the copy tothe appropriate
size for library use (Exhibit 2).

The Xerox l.2.3..used by oSU is basically a 220 Xerox copier with
the controls modified to inciude a set for the enlarging mechanism. rn-
stead of one print button as on the srandard xeroxi2d, there is a copy
but-ton, an_enlarge butto.n, and two print buttons (left and righQ . .io
make regular Xerox copies, the copy button is pr"rr"d and thei the left
Print button. To enlarge, the enlarge button is pressed, changing the ma_
chine from copy ro enlarge, ancl thin the right print button] Tie twen-
ty-by-twenty-four-inch enlarging apparatus hus been added to the right
side of the machine and stands iu".it seven inches above and to the rifht
of the regula. 

:gpy platen. The regular receiving tray has been raised.
Using the {erox 1.2.3. is no more complicited than using the stan_

dard 720 Xerox. To enlarge, the NUC copy is placed face Jown on a
a/2-by'2t/-inch glass plate illuminated with a p.rrple right to make ir
easier to see and to center the copy through the page. Tf,e enlargemenr
returns,on an 8r/2-by-ll-inch sheet of paper, and, like the polaroid plroto_

Itup,h, 
is cut and pastecl on caralog cird stock before card reproduction.

card reproduction is performed oi the same machine. This 
^machine 

is
also used for technical services department and library administration
office Xeroxing. we therefore r...iue a full range of use from the ma-
chine, rather than having a single purpose piJce of card. production
equipment which takes storage rpu.i 

"rra 
,reed, a special set_up and

training of personnel to use.
The quality of the Xerox 1.2.3. final product-a catalog card_com-

pares favorably to that of cards producea by other sysrem-s. The card
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has not the fine clarity of a printed LC card, but is quite legible. Xerox

1.2.3. cards are of better virual quality than cards produced using the

Polaroid CU-5 or those produced using microfiche systems.
The system requires an initial expenditure of $300 for the l.7x lens'

In addition, charges per impression are made according to the following

schedule:

Monthly minimum

$225 per 4,500 impressions
or

$.05 per impression

Charges ouer minimum

4,500-12,000 impressions; $.045 Per
impression

I 2,000'30,000 impressions; $.024 per
impression

30,000+ impressions; $.015 Per im-
pression

OSU uses approximately 1,000 impressions Per month for enlarging en-
iries from NUC, and the remainder for card reproduction and other
Xeroxing.

Clerical time devoted to Xeroxing from NUC totals approximately
sixteen hours per month for 1,000 impressions. In addition, approxi'

mately ten to twelve hours per month are needed for student helP to cut

and paste the copy. Salaries for this time are about $130 per month, or

an additional $.13 per copy, bringing the total cost Per copy to about

$.18, a substantial saving over the Polaroid CU-5 init ial cost of $.25 to

$.28 per photo.
In addition to the low cost and ease of operation, a major advantage

for the catalog department is that anyone can enlarge at any time. Seri-

als catalogers, particularly, have found this useful, because at OSU seri-

als are not searched in the same routine as monographs. Some more com-

plicated titles are searched by the catalogers themselves, and any catalog
iecord found useful can be enlarged immediately. With the Polaroid

CU-5, catalog records found in searching had to be typed or a note given
to the clerk in charge of photographing requesting that a Particular item

be photographed when the camera was set up for use' Another advan-

tage of the 1.2.3. copy is that changes in cataloging can be typed readily

on the 1.2.3. print.
The main disadvantage found in using the Xerox 1.2.3. is that no

way has been devised to frame the exact NUC entry wanted; it is neces-

sary, therefore, to put a small check by the entry before it is photo-

graphed so that when the copy is cut by student assistants it will be cut

properly.
Another system, Graphic/Minolta Enlarger Plus, seems to operate on

the same principle as the Xerox System 1.2.3.6 The Minolta enlarges

1.3x, and the size of enlargement must be adjusted to l.6x before use,
making its cost slightly higher than the 1.2.3. system.

Oregon State University has found the 1.2.3. system adequate for

present needs and expects to use it until, for an equivalent price, a more

sophisticated system which produces better copy aPPears.
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2x Enlargement
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l.7x Enlargement
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Use of the Copy Cat Camera in
Card Producfion af
Princeton University Library

ANN M. Munpny
Catalogue Diuision

Princeton U niuersity Library
Princeton, New Jersey

Introd;uction

f\ARD PRODUCTION METHODS AT PRINCETON have varied
\-'z widely over the last fifteen years. Each change represented an at-
tempt to expedite card production by developing faster, more efficient
processes; whenever possible, new methods have been combined with
procedural changes designed to free professional cataloging stafi from
clerical activities.

clerical work because extensive changes had to be filled in on the process
form. Moreover, the edited order slip was frequently illegible and there-
fore conducive to typing errors.

Manuscript received March lg73; accepred for publication June 1g73.
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tion of prints made on the Xerox 1.2.3. provided enlarged copy which
was edited with less difficulty and which was much easier for the typists
to read. However, the Xerox machines are located two floors away from
our book catalogs, and must be shared with other users. Not only was
time lost in transporting volumes back and forth, but the operation also
was delayed.frequently because the machines were not available for use.

Card production during this period, when based on process forms or
Xerox copy, was done using MT/ST typewriters. The rental fee for
these machines required a high production rate to offset their cost, and
many local variations in cataloging practices were developed in order to
reduce typing time. Such variations included frequent omission of con-
tents notes, use of non-standard abbreviations in author and edition
statements and in the imprint, and omission of all but the first place of
publication. On the other hand, no such editing was performed when a
Library of Congress (LC) card was available for use as a master for
Xeroxing a card set; an LC card was modified only if it did not agree
with the book in hand or with entries already established in the Prince-
ton catalog. As a result of these practices, the catalog included cards
with varying formats. In our search for a way to make direct use of en-
tries from NUC, therefore, we were not concerned with the lack of uni-
formity in cards.

In the summer of 1968, a Xerox 3.2.1. was installed in the photo-
graphic services department. The principal feature and advantage of
this device is that it reproduces directly and quickly onto card stock.
Originally built to 4ccept "Graphic Data Cards," the machine was ad-
justed to handle three-by-five-inch cards, an adjustment which allows re-
production of LC cards and unit cards prepared in-house. In terms of
cost, speed, and quality of product, the Xerox 3.2.1. proved so superior
to the MT/ST that use of the latter was discontinued in 1971.

We attempted to copy NUC entries with the Xerox 1.2.3. as inPut to
the Xerox 3.2.1. These experiments, however, did not prove encourag-
ing: in addition to having to transport volumes of the National Union
Catalog to and from the photographic services department, it was neces-
sary to cut and mount the NUC copy because the Xerox 3.2.1. functions

most effectively when input matches the dimensions and weight of card

stock.
What we wanted, then, was a print that could be used as a master

card in the same way as an LC card. What we sought was a cataloger's
camera that (l) would expand the NUC coPy to standard card size and
produce a good, clear print, (2) could be handled by junior clerical staff

or student assistants, (3) could be located close to our bibliogtaphical
tools so the volumes would not be out of service for long periods, (4)
could produce the copy quickly so that the books and copy could be

matched and forwarded for cataloging without delay, and (5) would
be economically feasible.

A number of devices were investigated, but only the Hazelrigg cam-
era met all of our criteria, particularly those of cost and quality of
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EXHIBIT I

Copy Cat

The darkroom is a red Plexiglas@ box with a door ar the left end. rt
contains a metal paper safe for storage of the negative and positive pa-
per, the exposure plate, the release button for the camera ihutter, ihe
contact printer, and the timer and release button for the printer.
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The timer for the camera shutter is on the camera itself, which is

The mask is attached to the metal leg unit with two screws; once

cause the mask has been designed to accommodate the longer-line copy

in the 1956-1967 Rowman and Littlefield cumulation of the NUC, un'

wanted material from adjacent columns is copied when the older cata-

logs are used. Such material is blacked out on the negative with a black

Magic Marker so it will not appear on the prints'
tne R..ia trays are positioned to the right of the darkroom and ate

shielded by a plastic cover. A piece of red Plexiglas is laid over the gap

berween the dirkroom and the fluid trays and is taped to the darkroom

wall. This shield protects the paper from light exposure as it passes

from the darkroom into the developer tray.
The storage cabinet located at the right end of the unit provides suffi-

cient space for a working stock of paper, fluid, and other supplies. Its top,

which is level with the shelf on which the volumes are positioned, serves

as an additional work area.
The print timer requires frequent adjustment, depending on the

quality o] the copy in the catalogs and the age of the fluids' Such ad-

justment can be made easily by shifting the lever on the timer, but the

need to do so slows the printing process.
Access to the darkrobm is provided by three black cloth sleeves which

permit the operator to reach inside the box without exposing the paper
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gears can be removed with a small brush. The units are then replaced,
and the trays refilled wirh fresh fluid.

-. The only other routine maintenance procedure is to check the mask
alignment and tighten the screws if necessiry.

O perational C onsi der ati on s

steps was conducted under the supervision of the assistant catalog li-
brarian and was stafied by student assistants.

c)ur original request procedure involved use of a request sheet which
proved unsatisfactory for several reasons:

L Requests were recorded as found, in a random sequence of cata-
logs and volumes, and there was no convenient way to batch them
for copying. As a result, the operator wasted considerable time col-
lecting and returning volumes.

2. If the copy proved to be unacceptable for any reason, the item
had to be re-searched.

3. The requester's initials had to remain on the finished print in or-
der to identify the copy for distribution.,

4. No easy way was found for the requester to match completed
copy with its volume, particularly when operating difficulties or
staffing problems caused copying backlogs.

missive and overly strict.
Because of the requirements of the Xerox 3.2.1., the physical condi-

tion of the print is of great importance. After we established a package
arrangement whereby the covering request slip protected the surface of
the print and a backing card kept it flat and even, our reject rate
dropped significantly. we were then able to concentrate on standards for
the print. Basically, each print must meer the following requirements:

L The copy must be parallel with the top of the print paper.
2. The copy must be positioned horizontally, so that there is space to
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type in the call number with at least two typewriter spaces be-
tween the number and the left edge of the print, and vertically,
so that there is space for the headings to be overtyPed on the com'
pleted card set.

3. Contrast must be such that the finished card set will be neither too
light nor too dark.

A quality control process is essential to ensure that the prints meet these
standards. Originally, a review routine was applied immediately, before
the copy was distributed to the requesters. We found, however, that time

was spent redoing prints which the cataloger might modify extensively
or discard as incorrect. We therefore shifted review to a later stage-
now prints are reviewed after the cataloging Process has been completed'
A further advantage of this arrangement is that when reprints are neces-
sary, some of the corrections requested by the cataloger can be facilitat-
ed by blacking out portions of the negative to remove unwanted infor-
mation and provide space for typed insertions. This in turn saves tyPing
time and frequently results in a neater looking card set.

Problems

Certain problems encountered with the Copy Cat as originally pro-
vided have now been adjusted or corrected:

l. The original enlargement ratio of 1.76 made copying items from
the 1956-67 Rowman and Littlefield cumulation of the NUC im-
possible. A new camera setting was devised to provide a 1.6 en-
largement ratio, and a new mask was provided to fit the longer
line in these catalogs. (As a result of these changes, copy extracted
from other NUC volumes is sometimes slightly smaller than desir'
able, and unwanted material from adjacent columns must be
blacked out on the negative.)

2. The original fixed-position mask made impossible compensation
for an entry which was not aligned in the catalog. An adjustable
mask was provided to permit left-to-right alignment.

3. There was not sufficient clearance between the camera and the
back wall of the machine to permit copying items on the bottom
of a page of the larger volumes. This problem was solved by cut-
ting an opening in the back wall.

4. If the copy in the volume is too close to the inner margin, as is

frequently the case with the NUC monthly cumulations, it is

sometimes impossible to focus the camera to obtain a clear print.
In such cases the page can be Xeroxed on a machine where the
book is laid flat, and then a photograph is made from the copy.

Although the basic design of the Copy Cat is intended to permit easy
maintenance, access to two areas is difficult:

l. The camera is suspended under the darkroom, and adjustments of

the camera setting require use of a dental mirror. This is a minor
problem because the camera setting seldom needs readjustment.

2. The screws which permit adjustment of the mask are difficult to
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tighten because of their position in relation to the metal legs of
the camera unit. For this reason, we prefer not to change masks
when working with the different caralogs, even though the size of
the copy varies.

In terms of operating problems, we have founcl that:
l. Blacking of the negative with a Magic Marker is essential to re-

move lines around the copy and to delete unwanted text picked up
from adjacent columns.

2. The prints are easily damaged while damp and tend to curl. For
protection, therefore, we use a backing card and a cover slip.

3. Spacing of the print is very important, parricularly beiause the
Xerox 3.2.1. tends to expand the copy slightly. Most rejects now re-
sult from unsatisfactory spacing.

4. Because of the glossy surface of the print, it is necessary to
"rough up" with an electric eraser any area where typing in is nec-
essary. Moreover, neirher pencil nor ordinary pens can be used suc-
cessfully; any markings to be written on the copy must be made
with a fine point black felt pen.

Cost

For copying purposes the best master is unquestionably an actual LC
card. Because depository cards from the Libraiy of Congress are free to
Princeton as a participant in the National Program for Acquisitions and
Cataloging, the card is also the cheapest master available. Therefore, a
Copy Cat print is made only if the Le card is not in our depository cata-
log at the time the book is to be forwarded for cataloging. For titles which
are outside the scope of the depository catalog, a Copy Cat print is made
when LC is unable to supply a card set.

Costs during the experimental program were considerably higher
than our present figures, which are shown in Table I. Note that the total
cost of equipment and supplies is $.15 per print. We consider our pres-
ent costs acceptable because of the quality of the finished product.

Table I
Cosr or PnooucrNc Copy Car PnrNrs

Item Cost per yearl Cost per hour Cost per print2

Rental fee
Suppliess
Salary & overheada

Quality control5

Total:

$ 900.00
1,350.00
5,385.00

900.00

$8,535.00

$ 0.60
0.90
3.59
6.00

$11 .09

$0.06
0.09
0.36
0.06

$0.57

l. One year includes 1,500 operating hours,
2. Based on a production of ten pnints per hour.
3. Estimate foi paper includes i 30 pircenr overage to allow for multiple prints, re-

prints, etc,
4. LA-A clerk, our lowest clerical classification.
5. Based on an estimated 150 hours of supervisory time
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EXHIBIT 2

Euaruation 
conv cat Print

We have found the Copy Cat superior to most alternatives because
the camera produces clear, sharp copy which can be fed to the Xerox
3.2.1. to obtain card sets that are for the most part neat and highly
legible (Exhibit 2). Moreover, alterations in the bibliographic record
can be accomplished on the Copy Cat print, thus avoiding costly retyping
and revision.

The Copy Cat is compact and easy to rnaintain. In over a year and a
half of operation, practically no time was lost because of mechanical
{ailures. In those few instances where parts had to be replaced, they
were shipped to us air freight; because the device consists of separable
units which can be detached and replaced in toto, any major malfunc-
tion can be remedied in-house without waiting for a service representa-
tive.

Introducing the Copy Cat into our operations did not prove to be a
problem-free task. Most of our difficulties, however, arose from the deci-
sion to use stuclent staffing during the trial period. Now that procedures
are well-developed and a full-time staff operator is present, training, su-
pervision, and waste should be reduced greatly. Indeed, the only major
problems which we have not been able to resolve are those inherent in
the materials being copied-records in the NUC which are too light or
which are positioned too close to an inner margin. Fortunately, in-
stances where these circumstances impede copying are relatively few.

l. Mary Helen stanger, "The 
"",",.;:;T""; 

eta;' Li,brary Resources dt Technical
Sertices ll:469-74 (Fall 1967) .
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Acquisif ions in 1973

J. MrcHenr- Bnunn
University of Houston

Houston, Texas

Introduction

nN ACCURATE APPRECIATION OF THE SCOPE of l973's work
fl' in acquisitions can best be obtained by reflecting on the conse-
quences of the reorganization of the old Acquisitions section of the Re-
sources and rechnical services Division, which became the Resources

RTSD Resources committee has been reconstituted. as the collection De-
velopment Committee, with new focus, new membership, and a vigorous
new program designed to meet the needs of acquisitions librarians who
face the problems of a restricted fiscal environrient beginning with the
Nixon budget cut of 1969.

It is this latter change, an emphasis on collection development as a
sign of the times, which seems to iymbolize the response by icquisitions
Iibrarians to the strained budget conditions of recen? years. As the review
of acquisitions trends of 1972 makes clear,l and as is further demon-
strated in this summary of 1973's work. a number of issues related to

keeping with recent efforts to build the best possible collections in the
face of declining sources of funding. It would not be an exaggeration to
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label this development the most significant one in acquisitions work
during 1973. And it is not too much to hope that it foreshadows new
and expanded research into the principal issues of collection development
which will be reflected in the literature of the next few years.

Coincidental with these developments was the publication'in 1973 of
the proceedings of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare-
sponsored Institute on the Acquisition of Foreign Materials held in 1971-2
The papers cover a wide spectrum of issues, many of which are noted in
appropriate sections of this review. In addition to those papers specifically
cited, a number of contributions are included on the organization and
technical processing of foreign materials, cooperation in acquisition pro-
grams, reproduction of foreign materials, and methods of acquisition.

Also related to collection development is the monograph by Rroadus
on selection practice and a collection of essays assembled by Applebaum
which includes studies on acquisitions methods and bibliographic con-
trol as well as papers on processing operations and technical applications
of MARC.3

F e deral A ppr opr iati ons

The downward trend in federal support for libraries which began in
1969 approached its nadir in 1973 with the announcement of President
Nixon's budget for fiscal year 1974, which dismantled "the whole body
of library aid laws by the simple expedient of recommending not a cent
for libraries."r Initial congressional reaction was sharply critical of the
president's library policy which reflected his announced determination
io achieve a $250 billion budget ceiling. This policy triggered a symbolic
program sponsored by the American Library Association entitled "Dim-

ming the Lights" on 8 May 1973. By means of this and other efforts on
the part of many librarians, the library budget plight was called to the
attention of lawmakers and the general public with the hope that the
zero budget proposal might be reversed.

The education revenue-sharing plan proposed by the president was
also received coolly. As a result of tlis program, public libraries, already
hard-hit by general revenue sharing, were joined by school libraries

which will have to compete for funds with teacher pay and classroom
equipment.- 

And finally, the administration's impoundment Policy was assailed by
a flood of lawsuits-thirty at last count-charging that funds were being

withheld illegally. In most cases the administration lost its argument in

federal district courts, though it has appealed many of these decisions.5
The net result of this negative approach to library Programs was ex-

tended delay before authorization of budgeted funds was finally achieved.
Several versions of the bill funding HEW programs during fiscal 1974

were vetoed by President Nixon, and Congress-unable to override the

vetoes-enacted continuing legislation to fund library programs on a

temporary basis. At last, after some compromise on the total appropria-
tion, the president signed into law Public Law 93-192 appropriating
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vis-)-vis funding for educational programs, has worsened.

Copyright

Health, the United states court of claims announced. its decision in

Postal Rates

At year's end it was announced that a new request for across-the-board
postal rate increases had been submitted by the postmaster general to
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the Postal Rate Commission.la The proposed increases would be over

and above the schedule of increases authorized in 1971. It is anticipated

that hearings will be held during 1974, at which time the American

Library Ass6ciation (ALA) will atiempt to forestall the newest proposed

rates.

Automation

Previous articles in this series have emphasized the relative scarcity of

studies dealing with mechanization of acquisition Pfocesses. The trend

continues: thJfiterature available for incluiion in this survey is virtually

nonexistent.ls This lack of reported activity is especially evident in the

case of on-line systems, and t-he number of papers oj any sort is insig-

nificant in comparison'with those devoted to circr.rlation and cataloging'

Several possible explanations of this condition suggest- themselves: no

work is being done in this area, Qt at least none leported; the results are

being published only in the technical report literature; or most new sys-

te-r"ut" "off the shelf," lacking imaginative new features susceptible to

generalized application. Whatever the case may be, there would apPear

io be consid"iilt" justification for a study of the nature and causes of

this phenomenon.

Exchange and Gift

Draft sratemenrs on appraisal of gifts and on legal title prep-ared by

the committee on Manus-cripts collections of the Rare Books and Manu-

scripts Section, Association bf Cott.g",and Research Libraries (ACl!),

first'appeared in late 1972 and. were given final approvll PZ Ft 
ACRL

Board bf Dir..tots at the 1973 Midwinter Meeting of ALA.16 Subse-

quently, officially approved statements appeared in a number of sources

uit., .o**ents'and' criticisms had been- solicited by the committee'lz

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 came under fire from a number of

sources in 1973. As presently written, the tax laws do not permit gifts

of one's personal pup"tt utd -utrrt.dPts to,be appraised as charitable

contribut^ions for i-nc-ome tax pufPoses. It is this provision that has been

cited as the principal reason 
.fot 

in" decline in gitt-in-kind programs of

libraries and ,ereirch institutions. The Rare Books and Manuscripts

Section of ACRL, through chairman Howard Applegate, testified before

the House Ways and MEans Committee and presenrcd a strong case for

amending the tax Reform Act. Evidence was ofiered that gifts of manu-

script collections had dropped shar;
ment of this legislation.ls Additioni
report of the Library of Congress (
the act were felt most severely by th
failed to receive any significant nev
ceding year.le

f'te Society of American Archivists (SAA) also released draft standards

on gift appraisal prepared by the Standards Subcommittee of the SAA
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Gouernment Pub lications
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in recent years has devoted itself only to those materials published by

Microforms

his particular librarY."zz

O.P. Materials

to a bookdealer.
Particularly thorough cov€rage of o'p' problems is provided by the

Droceedinss oi the Ins"tit.,te on the Acquisit ion of Foreign Materials.

il.;';G;ini of dealers relating to u.qii.ition of noncurrent materials
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is represented in papers delivered by Blackwell, Dorn, Hanrahan, and
slatkine.sl The librarian's viewpoint is represented by Loreck.B2 Acquisi-
tion of _o.p. materials from Latin Americi is correred by HoJgman, and
from western Europe by szabo.es rhe services of auction .oori, and the
acquisition of o.p. materials from institutions and collectors are the
suDJects of papers by Spowers and Torringten.se

C o op eratiue A c q uisitions

The_ papers of the first Caribbean Conference on University and Re-

::i1.h 
Library.Cooplrlti91,-including several dealing with acquisitions

tSprcs' were.published in 1973. Jordan points our in ai introduciion that
the acquisition of materials- ts _ihe sine'qLra non of most library coopera-
tive endeavors, "without which neither their listing nor availlbility for
consultation and loan could follow."3b It is further noted. that, in the
absence of recognizable. trade -publishing and. current nationar bibliog-
raphies, research libraries within and outside the area are unable to

res.36 Alternative approaches to this
the contributors.
expensive library purchases has been

riversity of California, Berkeley. All
ruses along wirh Stanford University
experimenr which will be carefully
riod. Each library will send a copy
over $100 to be filed in a common
It is anticipated thar monthly lists
rnd sent to participating libraries.s?
operative acquisitions efforts of the
the National Agricultural Library

are-clarified by Finzi in -the papers of the Institute 6n the Acquisition
o{ Foreign Materials, which aiso- contained a contribution by uiNiff on
the. general question of cooperation in the acquisition of foreign ma-
terials.ss

In Summary

It should be clear from this resumd of acquisitions work in l97B that
,1._q:!.9 of adjusrment and reevaluation signaled by rhe contriburions
of 1972 has continued and even broadened in ,.orr". Th" number of
tl"-.Iji$-reports of huge budger cuts, which perm'eated. the lirerature
of 1971, declined substantially during lg72 and.iszz.lt would seem that
smaller book-trudgets, as,compared w:ith those of the sixties, are accepted
as a fact of life now. There is evidence to indicate that acquisitions li-
brarians are turning their attention from the problem of .,how little there
is" to the question of "how ro get the most ouf of what is available." Hard
times have spurred research incl analysis on a host of issues related to
the.acquisition of library materials, with emphasis on maximum return
on investment of time and money. There re'mains now the problem of
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bringing these issues into perspective and relating them to one another,

witlia iiew toward. an integraied theory of resource allocation and col-

lection development.

l. J. Michael Bruer, ..Acquir,,,.", ,:";n";r; brary Resources dt Technicar seraices
18:l7l-81 (Spring 1974) .

2. Institure on'the"AcqJlsition of Foreign Materials, University of Wisconsin'Mil-

waukee, lg7l, Acquisition for Foreign 
-Materials 

for U.S. Librari-e\| [Papers] comp.

and ed. by TheodLre Samore (Metuihen, N.J.: Scarecrow' lS73) ' 350pa .-
3. Robert N. Broadus, Selecting Materials 1oi Libraries (New York: Wilson' f973) ,

342p.
Edriond L. Applebaum, comp., Read,er i'n Technical Sentices (R3d5r Series in

Library and Iniormation Scie'nce fWashington: NCR Microcard Editions' 1973]) '

266P.
4. "Nixon Abandons Library Aid," American Libraries 4:187 (April 1973) '

5. ..Nixon Signs $32.9 Billion Bill, Releases Impounded $$," Library Journal 99:325
(l Feb. 1974).

6. "Nixon Signs $32.9 Billion Bill," p.325.
7. "Copyrigh"t Revision Bill," Ametiian Librari'es 4:372 (June 1973) '
8. Coigresiional Record' l19:55615 (26 March 1973) .
9. "Copyright Extension," American Libraries 4:37 (Jan'^|9Q): .^-..

tO. "Wiiliams & Wilkins Decision," American Libraries 5:90 (Feb' 1974) '
ll. Williams & Wilkins Co. v. United States, 172 U.S.P.Q. 670 (1972) .
12. Williams & Wilkins Co. v. United States, 487 F.zd 1363 (1973) '
13. williams & wilkins Co. v. United states,487 F.zd 1345 (1973) .
14. "Postal Rates to Increase Again?" American Libraries 4:676 (Dec' 1973) '-
15. lnternational Business Ma"chines Corporation, Online Acqu'isitions: Santa Clara

County Free Library (\Mhite Plains, N.Y.: 1973) '
..Acquisitions," in stanley J. swihart and Beryl F. Hefley, computef systems in the

tibrary; A Hand,book ioi Monog"rt and D'esigners (Los Angeles: Melville Pub.

Weekly 50:1116 (9 Oct. 1972) .
Ameriian Library Association. Association of College and Research-Libraries. Rare

Books [and Manirscripts] Section. [Committee on Manuscripts Collections], "Draft
Statem;nt on Legal riile," 'sn Bookman's Weekly 50:ll16 (9 Oct' 1972) '-

17. ..Statement on Appraisal of Gifts" and "statement on Ifgal Title," College b Re-

search Library Neus 34:49-50 (March 1973) .
..Guidelines for Library Gifts and Derermination of Legal Title Proposed," Lau
Library Journal 66:21&-19 (May 1973).
"A Stitement of Recommended Library Policy Regarding Appraisals"' by u tP9=
cial committee of the ACRL Rare Books Section, Antiquarian Bookman 26:2205
(19 Dec. 1960), contains the original policy statement.

18. jacob L. Cheinofsky, ..Taxes ,trid Vtrtrnr.iipts," AB Bookman's Weekly 5l:2402 (25

June 1973).
19. jacob L. Chernofsky,,.LC Report Hits Tax Act," AB Bookman's Weekly 52:578 (20

Aug.  1973) .
20. Society of American Archivists, "Draft

Archiuist 35:455-56 (July/Oct. 1972) .
Standards on Appraisal of Gifts," American

Exchange of Publica-21. Istvrln Gambocz, "European Conference on the International
tions," [Jnesco Bulletinjor Libraries 27:54-56 (Jan. 1973) .
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22. A. M. Pathan, "MLA Exchange and Medical Libraries in India," Bulletin of the
Medical Li.brary Associati.on 6l:2ll (April l97B) .

23. "Budget Cuts Hir GPO Documents Deparrment," American Libraries 4:I3b-I6
f lune 1973).

24. James w. Gerard, "Acquisition of United Nations Agencies publications," illinoi,s
Librar ies 55:149 (March lg73).

25' Institute on the Acquisition of Foreign Materials, Acquisition of Foreign Materials,
p.3v43,316-39.

26. Judy H. Fair, "The Microrexr Reading Room: part IIl," Microlorm Reaieu 2:9-13
(Jan. 1973) .

30. Fred C. Lynden and Arthur Meyerfeld, "Library Out-of-print Book procurement:
The stanford university Experience," Library Resources ,b Technical serttices
17 :216-24 (Spring 1973) .

3I' Richard Blackwell, "Acquisition of Non-current Material: A view from Black-
well," p.64-72; Richard W. Dom, "Acquisition of Non-Current Material: A View
from Harrassowitz," p.l0G-104; Gene Hanrahan, .,Acquisitions of Non-Current
Materials from Bookdealers: one Bookdealer's viewpoinl," p.llb-22; and Michael
slatkine, "Acquisition of Non-current Matedals from Bookdealers: Another
Bookdealer's Viewpoint," p.123-31, in rnsritute on the Acquisition of Foreign
Materials, Acquisition of Foreign Materials.

32. Richard Loreck, "Acquisition of Non-current Materials from Bookdealers," in rn-
stitu-te-on the Acquisition of Foreign Materials, acquisition of Foreign Materials,
p.132-36.

33. suzanne r. Hodgman, "Acquisition of out-of-print Latin American Materials from
Dealers," p.229-32; and Charles Szabo, "Acquisition of Out-of-print Books from
western-Europe," p.182-94, in Institute on ihe Acquisition of Foreigrr Marerials,
Acquisition ol Forei,gn Materials.

34. W. A. Spowers, "The Auction Room and the Services It Can provide in the
Acquisition of Non-Currenr Marerial," p.145-50; F. William Torrington, ,.Acquisi-
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and,
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Book Discounts and Cost-Plus Pricing

Devro C. ANPnssnN
Boise State College

Boise, Idaho

The ailoption of cost-plus pricing by a maior book iobber may haue
profound. efiects on the discounts that libraries receiue. The article
explains the pricing system and presents a set of graphs for libraries to
,ti to drtermine its efiects. [Jnder cost'plus pricing, libraries that order
single copies of books with an aaerage list price of $10.00 or less are
Iikily to- receiue an auerage discount ol about 5 percent- Ordering
multiple copies increases the discount; howeuer, aery short discounts
are likely to preuail for standing orders and books receiued on approual'

have on discounts to libraries.

was $10.00 or less, and $2.15 for those over $10.00.

than books with low prices and low discounts.

vrlilr..ipt received June 1973; accepted for publication october 1973'
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Lkt Price
(Dollars)

Discount to Library (perceht)

Figure I

Actual Discount on Regular Orders from Richard Abel & Co.
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from Abel that had an average list price of $10.75 and an average dis-

count from Abel of 24.5 percent. From the graph it can be seen that our

List Pric<
(Dollars)

0 5 t 0 1 5 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 0

Dfucount to LibmrY (Percent)

Figure 2

Actual Discount on Orders for Two Copies from Richard Abel & Co.
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15 20 25

Discount to Library (percent)

Figure 3
Actual Discount on Approval 

"ooOrOuAS. 
Standing Orders from Richard Abel

public libraries buy an average of two copies and can therefore benefit
significantly from this aspect of cost-plus pricing.

Discounts are much harder to attain in the case of standing orders
and books received on Abel's approval plan (Figure 3). Abel makes a

It is hoped that the graphs presented here will allow libraries to ex-
amine the effects of cost-plus pricing. I would like to stress that they in
no way depend on the situation or experience of Boise State College,
but rather they show the discounts that will prevail at any library under
Abel's new cost-plus pricing system.

Whether or not a library will receive a competitive average discount
will depend on the average list price of items that it orders and the rate
of discount that Abel receives from the publisher. Libraries that order
single copies of books in the $10-15 range probably can expecr their
average discount to be less than t0 percent. If such items are put on
standing order or received on approval, the discount will probably drop
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below 5 percent. On the other hand, if a library orders, on the average,
two copies of books in the $10-15 range, it should be able to attain an
average discount of between l0 and l5 percent.

Each library will have to judge for itself the discount that it receives
under cost-plus pricing. Undoubtedly, such a judgment will be made in
the light of the importance of discounts in general, the degree of com-
petitiveness between jobbers, and the quality of service that each jobber
provides.
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An Empirical Rationale for the

Accumulation of Statist ical lnformation

Rosanr W. BunNs, Jn.
C olorado State Uniaersit^t Libraries

Fort Collini, Colorad;o

A point of departure for the collection and use of statistical informa'
tion about a library's internal operation is presented. Seueral tech'
ni,ques for manipulating numerical data are suggested to achieue a bet-
ter understanding of actual operations uithi'n the admi'nistratiae uni't
being studied.

1 IBRARIES HAVE NEVER come to grips adequately with the prob-
l . lems which arise in gathering statistical information about them-
selves or their operations. As Herner, Randall, Maidment, Booz, Allen
and Hamilton, and Goldhor point out, very little has been written to
guide the administrator in developing a rationale for the collection of
statistical information about his operation.l-5 Today there is a Sreat
need within the profession for quantified objectives and performance
measures. These cannot be developed, however, until the profession can
create an adequate data base which will support such goals. Yet the kind
of data base envisioned here will not be forthcoming until a carefully
reasoned statement of principles has been developed and tested against
the everyday needs of the profession.

The compilation of statistical information concerning library opera-
tions is too frequently a routine operation based on tradition and with
unclear purpose, resulting in poorly collected data utilized at a very un-
sophisticated level. The intent of this paper is to offer the reader a ra-
tionale of measurement as well as a technique for discovering the essen-
tial parameters necessary to answer the needs of library management for
measurement and quantitative observation.

The computer, with its immense capacity for storing and manipulat-
ing numerical data, has both aided and accentuated this problem. It is
typical of the change from manual to computer processing that the need
for a more rigorous examination of current procedures is spotlighted.

Manuscript received January 1973; accepted for publication April 1973.
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Meanwhile, because of inaclequate understanding the immense potential
of the computer for manipulating numerical data remains either un-
tapped or poorly used.

Colorado State University (CSU) libraries was in just such a sirua-
tion in eafly 1972 with the impending change from a manual to an auto-
mated circulation system. Our need for supporting documentation was
further reinforced by the large number of management-type questions
received by the CSU library administration when justifying and efiect-
ing this change. Quite soon after the decision to automate circulation
had been made, it became apparent that our gathering of statistical in-
formation was both traditional and naive, and that existing information
about the library's operations would answer neither the university's nor
the library's need to interpret what was taking place at the loan desk.

This observation, together with the feeling that our problems were
not unique to CSU, has prompted the development of the following
rationale.

The library circulation desk is a reservoir of information about the
library, its collections, and its users. Circulation activities, therefore, of-
fer a rich mine of statistical data to be analyzed and manipulated. This
is not meant to imply that statistical information is unique to the loan
desk and its activities. Indeed, it is hoped that many of the guidelines
developed here will aid in the collection of management information
about other areas throughout a library. Thus, one can develop from the
data and activities taking place at the loan desk a number of concepts
and guiding principles which will aid orher areas throughout the library
in efforts to develop management information systems.

The term "statistical information" as it is used here refers to num-
bers taken as measures of the occurrence of certain events, be they books
checked out/in, patrons coming through a turnstile, or hours of staffing
tirne. By using the science of statistics, it is possible to study rhese num-
bers and their significance in more detail, to determine the measures of
central tendency reflected by these events, to develop the capability to
generalize about the population from a sample, and to forecast the like-
lihood of an event's occurring as well as the distribution of events over
time. Before one begins to collect or manipulate this data, however, he
needs a clear understanding of his goal or purpose in collecting such
data (what conclusions are to be drawn from the data), a measure of
the accuracy/validity of the data, an awareness of the data's currency,
a well-planned methodology for the gathering of the data, and some
awareness of, or sensitivity to, what questions the data can and cannot
answer. In this last requirement lies the first clue to the creation of a
rationale for the collection of statistical information.

The library administrator should begin his review of the organiza-
tion's need for statistical information by compiling a detailed list of the
questions which the proposed system will have to answer. In doing so it
will be helpful for the manager to think in terms of size or number, fre-
quency of occurrence, processing rates, rates of change, and costs (the
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consumption of any resource) as they could be used to answer questions
of how much?, how many?, how often?, or how long? Ideally, this exer-
cise should occur well in advance of the implementation of a new sys-
tem in order to take the necessary steps to collect and tally the requisite
data. This will not always be possible, however, and adequate provision
must be made for the insertion of needs discovered during the second,
third, fourth nth iterations in the design of a system to collect sta-
tistical information.

It is possible to categorize these questions in a way that will aid in
their formulation. Management-type questions which can be answered
about a library's operation using numbers usually will fall into one of
the following four categories:

L Questions relating to the user or to a class of users, their habits,
likes, dislikes, demographic characteristics, predispositions, and
needs.

2. Questions about the collection itself, how it is used, when, what
duplicates need to be purchased, and, relating to (l) above, by
whom are what parts of the collection used.

3. Questions relating to the impact that library policies have upon
the use being made of the collection. For example, how do loan
policies governing circulation periods, fines, holds or reserves, and
renewals affect the use of the collection and/or the user.

4. Questions about work loads, scheduling operational limitations,
staffing patterns, product flow, service demands, and traffic move-
ment.

Each of the above will influence the decision making processes of the
administrator to some degree, and each is vital to intelligent decision
making by the library manager. Consider how sparse our Present infor'
mation is now and how totally unequipped a librarian is to answer most
of the questions asked by management. Just how unsophisticated is seen
clearly in the profession's diligent collection of statistical information
about library materials checked out, whereas a record is seldom kept of
items discharged. Yet the discharging process has tremendous impact
upon the work load and staffing patterns at any loan desk and, as we
have discovered at CSU, is never equal to the charges for any given day,
week, or quarter. Yet checking an item in is just as important as checking
it out and can be even more burdensome on the stafi if due dates are not
controlled carefully.

Typical examples of the questions which might be asked from each
of the above categories are the following:

l. Questions about the user.
FIow many and what type (as defined by the library) of borrowers

are using the library? FIow many and what types of libraries borrow on
interlibrary loan?

What are the characteristics of these borrowers? For example: age,
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sex, education, class, major, college, address, status (faculty, student,
staff, adult, young adult, child), marital status, date of entering school
or moving to town, and which library they used most often. From this
data a demographic profile can be constructed and questions about user
habits, collection development, etc., answered.

What techniques can be used to identify the chronic delinquent bor-
rower?

What is the ratio of actual ro potential users?
What is the average circulation per user per quarter?

2. Questions about the collection.e
What percentage of materials is being used by type and/or class of

user?
What portions of the collection are used most heavily?
What library materials (titles) receive heaviest use?
What is the circulation history of a given title?
What books have circulated so often that they are likely candidates

for rebinding or replacement? How often and in what ways is the entire
collection being used? Are there enough copies of a title to meet de-
mand?

What languages, subjects, countries, publication dates, and dates of
acquisition receive greatest use?

3. Questions relating to library policies.
How well do the present loan policies meet the needs of the library's

clientele in terms of insuring equitable treatment, length of the circula-
tion interval, and involving the greatest number in library use?

What is the number of days a book is likely to be ofi the shelf and
thus unavailable for loan?

What is the likelihood of a request being received for a given book
while that book is off the shelf?

What is the average length of time we can expect an item to be ofi
the shelf under each class of loan period?

What is the average number of items checked out in one set of con-
current transactions? (Used to answer the question, "How many books
might a library user take at one time?")

4. Questions related to management.
What are the daily, monthly, quarterly, andlor annual charge, dis-

charge, and renewal rates?
What is the greatest/least number of books likely to be on loan at

any given time?
What is the relationship, if any, between increased enrollment and

increased charges from the library?
What percentage of the returns come in on time, one day overdue,

two days overdue, three days overdue, . . . , n days overdue?
How many circulating books were reported lost or were requested by

another reader in the period of a day, a month, a quarter, or a year?
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Where are the peak load periods during the day, week, mnnth, quar-
ter, and year?

What is the ratio of loans to new additions to the collection?r
What is the ratio of loans to the total book collection?8
What percentage of one day's circulation was acquired in the past six

months? Quarter? Year?
What is the ratio of items circulated to the number of actual users?

Of potential users?
What percentage of the users coming into the building can be ex-

pected to withdraw a book?

These are just a few of the many questions which the library admin-
istrator can ask himself about his library. Yet they serve to illustrate the
necessary beginning point for any compilation of statistical data about
an operation, its purposes, and functions.

Once the goals have been decided upon, and the questions to be
answered by the system have been articulated, the manager must decide
how he wishes the numerical data to be captured and stored. Does he
seek a frozen moment of action, a trend or direction, averages or a total,
a rate of change, or simply the monitoring of a process? Does the man-
ager need absolute numbers or will percentages (ratios) answer his
needs? Is he seeking cumulative figures or does he wish to acquire infor-
mation about a specific period, such as the activity within an hour, day,
or week? Each requirement has its own limitations, and data is collected
difierently. For example, if the library manager is looking for totals
then his results are valid only when the identity of the items (events)
counted remains both constant and discrete. If he wishes to deal in av-
erages, he must understand that the figure he derives very easily could be
one which does not exist in the data set being studied. If he wishes more
than one cumulation, then the data must be capable of being stored and
summed several times without any loss of data; and if he wishes only to
cumulate for a given period, he must define both beginning and ending
trmes.

In conclusion, the user of numerical information must keep in mind
and be alert to the following general considerations:

l. For what purpose(s) is the information to be acquired? What
questions will be answered or decisions made on the basis of this
data? Remember, too, that all data do not have equal value in use,
and, therefore, both data and data collection should be cost sensi-
tive.

2. How closely can the information derived from the accumulated
data be expected to approximate the actual? In other words, how
closely does a sample mean approximate the true mean?

3. Over what time span is the data to be acquired?
4. Are the data points discrete, or do they overlap other data points

in such a way as to invalidate the data or the conclusions?
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5. Is the definition of each unit to be measured precise, unambigu-
ous, explicit, discrete, and capable of replication?

6. If the collection of statistical information is to be automated, it
is important that all personnel working with the system under-
stand clearly the demands of the system, including answers to the
preceding considerations, and it is crucial that great care be devot-
ed to insuring a consistent, thorough collection of data and proper
handling of the data in the computer.

7. The manager must keep in mind always that the way in which
data is captured will have a decided impact upon the data itself
as well as upon the way in which that data can be used. Great care
must be taken to avoid any possible bias in the collection of data.

8. Every effort should be made to standardize the collection of statis-
tical information among libraries so that such information will
have meaning both to the library where it was accumulated and
to other libraries of a similar nature having similar problems.

9. Finally, there is a proprietary aspect to all management informa-
tion, and its distribution must be monitored carefully lest the in-
formation itself be used for purposes other than those intended
and/or improper conclusions be drawn from this information.
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Aufomafion at the Redstone
Scienfific Informafion Cenfer-

An Integrafed System

Jeltr F. Brrrr,nv
Re dstone Scientific I nf ormatioin C enter

Redstone Arcenal, Alabama

and.

LEo J. Coornv*
Cataloging Diaision

Cop,yight Office
Library of Congress

The design, implementation, apd operation of an integrated on-Iine
automated systern are d,iscussed as applied, in a scientific and techni'cal
Iibrary. The system handles book ordering and receiving, cataloging,
circulation, language control, and bibliograpkic retrieual; serials order-
ing and renewal, receiving and routing, holding records and binding
data; patron and statisti,cal control. AII subsystems function interde-
pendently,

This locally designed and, implemented, systern handles open litera'
ture and patron control uhile the systems of the Defense Docurnenta-
tion Center and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration are
utilized. for technical report literature through on-line cathode ray
tube terminals for bibliographic citations and microfilm files of the re-
ports thernseltes.

Introduction

THERE APPEARS IN THE LITERATURE OF LIBRARY AU'TO-
r MATION a grear deal of information on system planning and analysis

written in what one librarian has referred to as the "historical future,"
plus rather numerous accounts of how certain specific functional areas

Manuscript received December 1972; accepted for publication February 1973.

r Formerly corBputer specialist at Redstone Scientific Information Center.
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such as circulation or serials contlol have been automated. There is still
a dearth of operating experience-or at least the narration of such ex-
perience-relating to wide-scale systems which handle all the functional
areas of a fairly large library in an integrated manner. Doubtless there
are not too many situations r^/here this approach is desirable, much less
attainable, for reasons having nothing to do with the functions them-
selves, but because of the unavailability of manpower and equipment
to do the job and the organizational structure basic to the design concept
of large interacting data bases used throughout such a system.

This paper is an attempt to recount the implementation and opera-
tion of an integrated on-line automated system for handling ordering
and receiving, circulation, bibliographic and language control, retro-
spective search, and patron and statistical data for a very specialized and
very active scientific and technical collection of books, journals, and re-
ports. The system was designed to provide the library with as much sup-
port as possible without great concern for hardware costs, which pur-
portedly are diminishing while personnel costs continue to rise. Another
consideration was the availability of a large, sophisticated computer cen-
ter offering remot€ on-line time-shared processing. This account, written
from the view of the librarian user and the computer specialist, at-
tempts not to debate the "why?" but to communicate the "how" learned,
it so often seems, the hard way.

The Redstone Scientific Information Center

Redstone Scientific Information Center (RSIC) is an element of
the Army Missile Command ar Redsrone Arsenal, Alabama. A unique
government organization in that its mission and support are shared by
two agencies (the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Mar-
shall Space Flight Center and the Deparrmenr of Defense Army Mis-
sile Command), RSIC also serves the local contractors of these agencies
and other local military organizations such as the Safeguard Systems
Command, Corps of Engineers, and Army Missile and Munitions Cen-
ter and School. The open literature collection is available for on-site
use of college and university students. In addition ro the traditional li-
brary services, translations, in-depth literature searching, state-of-the-art
surveys, and development of advanced information handling techniques
have been a part of RSIC's activities.

The collection currently numbers approximately 185,000 book and
journal volumes, 4,600 serial subscriptions, and over one million reports
on research and development in missile and aerospace technology. There
are about 7,500 registered patrons. The library staft of the center in-
cludes eighteen librarians, ten library technicians, and thirteen part-time
students,

Description of the Automated System

Oaerall Design. Since its inception, as the result of a recommenda-
tion by a panel of library consultants in lg6l, one of the functions of
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Perhaps the most significant change as far as system design and pro-
gramming were concerned was the recent availability of remote on-line
cathode ray tube (CRT) terminals and communications providing di-
rect access to national networks for the research report area. As a node
in the on-line networks of the vast information resources of the De-
fense Documentarion Center (DDC) and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), borh centered in the Washington, D.C.,
area, RSIC was relieved of responsibility for the report literature and
was able to concentrate on the book and journal resources unique to
RSIC. Both national networks provide on-line CRT query, search, and
print capabilities of their respective bibliographic files. Manual micro-
fiche files of those collections are locally maintained, duplicated, and
disseminated.

The resulting local system is one of on-line interactive design in
which book acquisitions, cataloging, circulation, language control, cur-
rent and reffospective search, statistics, serials, and patron control are
treated as an integrated whole, with each subsystem or function inter-
facing with all the others to allow automatic and continuous flow of
data from one to another. The librarians and library technicians are the
direct users or operators of this system with functional controls assigned
in the software to terminals according to their physical location; One
terminal serves as a master providing backup and control. Programming
is in COBOL for the Univac ll08 3x2 teleprocessing computer complex
of Marshall Space Flight Center, and the system currently utilizes some
eiehty-two million characters of direct access drum storage. Five IBM
1050 remote terminals (consisting of tvpewriter, card reader, and card-
punch configurations) and associated communications gear located
throughout RSIC connect the users with rhe computer complex located
in a nearby building. In addition to keyboard entry, remote card input/
output was designed into this system to provide for ofi-line data capture
and transaction preparation, the use of recycle transactions, mailing no-
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tices and address labels, and continued use of book circulation cards

which were a carTyover lrom the previous system. Most important, sec-

ondary operating software was developed so business can continue in a

batch mode when hardware failures occur and when higher priority

NASA missions force RSIC off-line. Needless to say, additional CRT ter-

minals are desired for easier access, interaction, and upgrading of the

system.
The present overall system is shown in Figure l, which illustrates the

interrelaiionships among the master files themselves and between the files

and the termiials. Thi functions performed through the individual
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system, as in all the others, are software maintained machine addresses
of related records. These program links provide for the automatic,flow
of information from one subsystem to another.

The,comment field, incidentally, is one common to most of the data
files and provides a means for the notations so dear to the heart of most
practicing librarians and indeed so helpful to the smooth operation of
libraries. llere can be stored vital free-form information such as mes-
sages from publishers, unusual disposition instructions, or special han-
dling notes.

In addition to the remote terminal queries initially envisioned for
the systern, there are numerous daily operations for which printouts are
more suited for ready reference. In the case of the patron subsystem,
these include alphabetical parron listings by name with a cross reference
from a patron social security number sequence. Specified changes to crit-
ical control data in the files result in preprogrammed messages which are
printed on cards ready for mailing to apprise the individuals concerned
of the change. Unitized printed records are also produced for each de-
leted patron so required historical files can be maintained.

The book ordering and receiving function provides for items to be
ordered or received throughout the day on any purchasing accounts that
are authorized and stored in the system. Printed copies of orders are pro-
duced on demand, as are claims, cancellations, status reports, and finan-
cial compilations regalding current expenditures with each vendor. The
skeletal bibliographic master record was to have been created, at order
time, verified, and added to in subsequent processing and handling, but
this is not currently operational. Use of Library of Congress MARC
data to create these records was investigated, but since such a small pro-
portion of the materials ordered have cataloging records in this medium,
the idea was abandoned for the time being. It was initially planned and
programs were written to enable the cataloger to initiate the cataloging
process at a remote CRT terminal by verifying and expanding data en-
tered as part of the ordering and receiving process. Any additional bib-
liographic data was to be entered with the subject headings selected by
the catalogers and automatically processed against the language control
subsystem. The typewriter terminals provided by the computer center in
lieu of the requested CRTs proved totally inadequate-too slow and
awkward-for use by the catalogers. Temporary modifications were
made to the programs to allow keypunch input of the cataloging record
by a keypunch operator (the only one in the system) pending installa-
tion of CRT devices. The CRTs are expected to provide a suitable tool
for direct input by the cataloeers, who incidentally are no longer in-
timidated in the least by either the tools or the language of the com,
puter professionals.

Once created, this large and vital bibliographic file is the backbone
of the circulation system in addition to its more obvious use for printed
catalogs, announcement lists, and retrospective search.

The book circulation subsystem provides control and maintenance
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data regarding location and status of each copy of all the items included
in the book master file. Circulation, renewals, recalls, records of lost and
found items, and overdues are processed from the remote terminal lo-
cated at the main circulation desk. In addition to on-line displays of the
current status of copies of books; weekly 'printouts are available in sev-
eral locations throughout RSIC and its five branches, arranged by patron
name and by the call number of the book.

The language control unit or thesaurus is a file consisting of some
15,000 terms and 6,500 cross references, but in an automated system it
is rnuch more than a tool for catalogers. It is based on Library of Con-
gress (LC) subject headings and not only records the subject terms used
in describing materials in the collection but also is the key to updating
and revising these terms throughout the book master file. The computer,
which can readily store, change, and retrieve information if it has been
properly instructed to do so, provides a veritable clerical army to do the
cataloger's bidding once it has been determined that a subject heading
is to be changed. One transaction or command to the'system changes the
heading not only in the thesaurus but also in the rraster record for every
item previously entered under the old term.

Printing multiple copies of the thesaurus provides access for refer-
ence librarians and patrons, but even more useful for retrieval is the
program ability to exract all cross references from the language file and
incorporate them in the subject and author catalogs. Again, once a rec-
ord is put into the system it can be used wherever and whenever it is use-
ful.

The search subsystem is designed for bibliogtaphic retrieval. Since
LC subject headings are quite general, the products here amount to bib-
liographic listings, but ability to select various'cornbinations of subject
headings; authors, LC classes, and time periocls, and to print in a prede-
termined but variable format results in a more useful product for the
user and reduces the time devoted-to interpretation by the reference
stafi.

The serials function was the last to be converted from batch ofi-line
to on-line operation, partially in anticipation of development and imple-
mentation of the National Serials Data Program. The purPose of this
su-bsystem is to maintain and control by title the ordering and renewal,
receiving and routing, holdings records and binding data on each of
RSIC's 4,600 subscriptions. This one file contains all machine records
miintained on a particular title and produces review lists for considera-
tion for renewal and binding, orders, receipt data, circulation routirrg
slips (in conjunction with the patron file), statistical data, and masters
of holding records which are published as a periodicals catalog and dis-
tributed to patrons.

One of the advantages of an automated system is'the flexibility and
ease o[ compiling financial and statistical summaries of 'the whole sys-
tem. One can look at any of these summaries'at arry time by a simple on-
line qdery [o the system. Subtotals and accumulations pvel a period of
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time provide any combination .o[ data that might be beneficial or re-
quired for better management decisions and control.

Implementation

Cenuersion and, Establishment of Dat.a Bases. Of great assistance in
implementing the current syst€m was the fact that the large data bases
required were already established, although in a different format. In
most cases they had been used for years by librarians who knew them
well and had already worked out many data requirements and reliability
problems. It seems, however, that there is absolutely no way to anticipate
and compensate for,all the problems encountered in transferring large
masses of data from one system to another. For one thing, the former
systems were truly experimental when they were implemented in the
early and mid-1960s, and as problems encountered were followed by
solutions and reprogramming, the details of the "before" and "after"
were not documented: The inventive resourcefulness of the operating
librarians themselves was. another unexpected hazard. Whatever infor-
mation was considered necessary in their files, they managed somehow to
include, disregarding the fact the computer programs were not designed
to process this information. The machine can accurately store and re-
trieve, but it cannot discriminate unless it is also instructed precisely how
to do so. Using computer records as "scratch pads" can serve an immedi-
ate purpose brit must be done within a defined pattern. In this case the
librarians turned out to be their own. worst enemy.

Operation. The computer assumed its "rightful" role as villain, how-
ever, as soon as operations began on converted files under the new pro-
grams. While the previous system had been designed for maximum in-
terface between subsystems, it did not function as a ffuly integrated sys-
tem. The on-line system does, however, and there have been some discon-
certing inconsistencies and gaps in the files, but the system is now fully
operational.

The librarians made a tremendous contribution because of their in-
terest and previous experience with the batch system. Their en.thusiasm
increased once they began to realize the advantages and potential of the
new; they are now seasoned veterans who have learned to benefit from
the use of the computer.

The most frustrating problem now is the unavailability of the eom-
puter during regularly scheduled working hours. This was considered
and accepted during design stages' but can be quite a problem under ac-
tual operating conditions. In addition -to scheduled nonavailability, there
seem to be many more operational problems. than anticipated with the
hardware, and of course a direct access system with multioperator re-
mote terminals will probably neyer be entirely free of program errors.
The complexity of the system and its myriad components combine ,to
produce a variety of problems; any or all of which deny the user the
full benefits of the system. This same complexity and sophistication,
however, grea,t*ly enhances.the capabilities and benefits derived, {.hus pro-
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principle applies to patron and bibliographic files and, to an even great-

ir e*tent, to-the language file. Program controls now prevent circulation

of a book whose call number does not match the bibliographic master

file, leading to comparison and elimination of errors throughout the sys-

tem.
Local availability of COM (comPuter outPut microfilm) devices

greatly reduced the cost of producing a microfilm master suitable for

use in a reader or for printing such products as books and periodicals

catalogs. This allows updating the catalogs more frequently and results

in more utility from the data bases.

Future

Change in computer technology is certain, and since the library is a

satellite rather than central or controlling body, the system will have to

accommodate changes to the comPuter complex brought about in the

name of progress. This change condition requires contiRuous_ modifica-

tions and maintenance of the library's computer Programs and makes it

for input. Lastly, because of daily oPerational demands, there never

seems time for constructive critical evaluation and documentation of

what has been developed so that future planning and development may

be enhanced.
An area already under preliminary investigation is a method for re-

trieving, transmitting, and printing automatically from the data can

riers themselves, since most of the patrons are located in the labora-

rories, and all the eftorts so far result only in bibliographic citations at

the library. More urgently required is a retrospective data base providing

with all other useful systems, formats, and equiPment.
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Conclusion

Newton's Third Law, which demands a reaction for every action,
certainly applies in the world of computer operations, and synergism
prevails. The whole idea, of course, is to make the principles work for
you rather than the reverse, but anybody who has worked in this field
knows it is a tricky business. The strongest asset in this development has
been people-determined people and people with a lot of work to do
and limited staff with which to do it. Fortunately, the basic system de-
sign has proved quite sound. The problems encountered were related to
individual programs, implementation and equipment, and coordination
of the various components rather than to fallacies in the overall plans.
Enormous resources have become available from other systems, and com-
munications iechnology has made information transfer not only pos-
sible but practical. Despite steadily diminishing personnel resources,
computer facilities continue to be available, and of course technological
progTess continues.

The data bases are becoming more and more refined and consequent-
Iy more useful. Here synergism works for us. The book master file pro-
vides bibliographic and inventory control and data for production of
book catalogs which can be placed in branch libraries and other strategic
locations throughout the user community. It also provides printed bib-
liographies on demand and tailored to the user's requirements. The mas-
ter files essentially give managerial control to the librarians who operate
them because what is put into the system controls the products g€nerat-
ed, and hence assists trrtose who use these products to provide service to
the patrons.

Now that the direct access data bases are established and programs
are operational, it is comparatively simple, and sometimes surprising, to
extract and manipulate data to gain information and products not Pre-
viously envisioned. Information from these data bases can be made
available whenever it is required. The journey from development to op-
eration is a long and treacherous one, but never dull, and realizing the
benefits of a truly integrated system can be a great compensation.
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A Mefhod for Quantitatively Evaluating
A Universify Library Collection

BenseRA Gor,ott{
Gene Eppley Li,brary

Uniaersity of Nebraska at Omaha

The Acquisitions Department of the uniuersity of Nebraska at Omaha
library corn?leted on 27 October 1972 a quantitatiae eaaluation of the
library's book collection in relation to the course ofierings of the uni-
aersity. The methodology used is explained and analyzed, and the bene-
fits o;f the methodology for collection eaaluation and building are dis-
cussed. The author concludes that quanti.tatiue research, while broaid-
ing aaluable information for colliction eztaluation, must be supple-
rnented with qualitatiue eualuation.

-fHE ACQUISITIONS DEPARTMENT of the Gene Eppley Library
r of the University of Nebraska at Omaha (UNO) was created in .fuly

1971. The acquisitions function, as performed by the four professional
librarians in the department, encompasses materials selection, faculty
liaison, and collection evaluation. Collection evaluation has been of
prime importance from the inception of the department; shortly after
the formation of the department, library director John M. Christ em-
phasized the irnportance of collection development in a memorandum
which charged the clepartment "to thoroughly evaluate the library col-
lection and prepare a comprehensive review of our holdings as they com-
pare with the curriculum structure to determine our ability to support
the academic programs of this university." What follows is an account
of the first steps in carrying out this directive and an analysis of the re-
sults. *

How is an academic library collection evaluated? A literature search
revealed that the standard qualitative procedure followed by libraries
is to check their holdings against subject bibliographies or major library

Manuscript received August 1973; accepted for publication September 1973.

* The author acknorvledges with appreciation the contributions of Jon A. Boone,
Christopher P. Eichhorn, Karen Powell, and John M. Christ, who offered consrructive
criticisms.and, encouragement during the writing of this paper.
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catalogs of a specialized nature, e.g., the catalog of the Baker Library
for business and'economics.r often a library uses the choice opening
day collection ot Boohs for college Libraries as a tool for evaluation.
one value of the qualitative method for acquisitions is that it combines
evaluation with selection. :

The question may be raised, however, are the bibliographies checked
relevant to the library collection being evaluated? For instance, must
every Iibrary that serves students of business and economics emulate the
Baker Library at Harvard? Doubtless, inadequate budgets will refute the
possibility of such emulation; but, if rhere are no budgetary restrictions,
allowances must be made for differences in university programs: The un-
dergraduate program in economics probably will need fewer research

evaluative tool. To accomplish this, one requires thorough knowledge of
the university's curriculum, a necessity which often leads librarians to

of evaluation; therefore, each format was ro be studied individually.
The initial study was limited to books, primarily because rhe core of the
collection is in this formar.
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numbers to the description. A background subject oI a toPic of interest

to, but not specifically included in, the course content was considered

peripheral, and no LC number was assigned for it. The basic rule for

issigning entries was termed the "principle of primary suPPort."
Attei I-C numbers were assigned to the course descriptions, student

assistants used the shelflist to count the number of books giving suPPort

to each course. And, to gain an idea of the demand for that suPPort'

course enrollment statistics for the year just ended were included. With

this information we thought that a satisfactory quantitative evaluation

of the book collection in relation to the university's Programs could be

made. Table I illustrates an example of the data collected.

TABLE I

"---- "t -t"-ttt*ffiffi

Enrollment l97l/1972

Fall Spring
Semester Semester

Course
Number Course Title

Total
LC Number

Class of UNO
Numbers Books

Course Under-
Credit grad-
Ilours uate

Under-
Grad- grad- Grad-
uate uate uate

2ll African and BL240G-
American 2499
Indian E59.R38
Religion 898.R3

215 Old Testament BSI-1830

216 , NewTestament BSI-S80,
l90 l -
2970

323738

676 3

817  3

l l l  0

r24 0

McGrath's work to warrant comment.
McGrath did not allow an LC classification number to be assigned to
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347.3 ln this manner McGrath is provided with unique statistics, that is,
a dassification number or range supports one, and only one, department.
We believed, however, that to show the actual collection support for a
fi,eld, overlap must be allowed. We assigned, rherefore, all peitinent LC
classification numbers to a course, without regard to previous assign-
ments of the classification numtrer to another course. uNo set no limit
to the number of LC classification numbers that could be assigned to a
course-following the principle of primary support, we assigned as
many classification numbers as necessary. Furthermore, because we de-
sired- to prepare a detailed analysis of program support, we presented
our figures without editing. we included enrollment frgures at the co,r.se
level while McGrath took the departmental approach. 

-

Basically, the procedural differences resuli from the reasons for col-
Iection assessment. McGrath's primary purpose was to provide data to
aid in budget allocation; he also desired to collect other data (e.g., statis-
tics on collection use, for directions in weeding, as a shelving 

"ttd 
sto.rge

aid, as a guide ro the collection).1 For McGrath, collection evaluation
was an added benefit. our procedure was directed toward a single pur-
pose: collection evaluation in regard to the university's programs with
its implications for collection development. Thus, oor meihod was more
detailed and included more analysis of actual collection supporr of the
curriculum.

The data collected at uNo appears in euantitatiae Etaluation of the
Gene Eppley Library Booh collictions i.n Relation to the courses of-
fered at the uniaersity of Nebrasha at omaha.s The report is arranged
by rlepartment and grouped by college, and for each dipartment thiee
major sections appear:

l. introduction, in which the department is discussed and analyzed
in terms of number of faculty, undergraduate and grad.uate pro-
grams, subfields in the department, new programs, orientationi or
emphases, interdisciplinary influences, and departmental demands
on the library;

2. statistics, in which dara are presented in the format illustrated in
Table l; and

3. data interpretation, in which data are analyzed in light of the in-
formation gathered about the department, and judgments are
made about the strengths and weaknesses of the coliection in each
area.

Throughout the course of the study, problems in the methodology
were discovered. These problems arose from tr^ro sources: the LC classi-
fication and the university catalog. rn many cases, rhe LC schedules did
n-ot contain specific classification numbers for the subject treated in
uNo courses. rn such cases, broader classification assignments than pre-
ferred were allowed, and sometimes no distinction in iollection support
between two very different courses could be discerned because both
courses drew support from the materials classified in the same LC classi-
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this study does not, nor was it designed to, estimate the exact pertinence

of these books to a course. Such factors as collection age, condition' va-

riety, and duplication are not measured. For example, we have no figures

on the number of titles, as distinct from the number of volumes, and

we have no information concerning date of publication. The study does

not measure whether library use is stressed in a course. Circulation sta-

tistics and patterns could be studied profitably to ascertain if , they sup-
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port our findings. In interpreting the data, we made some generalizations
(which may nor hold in all cases) about library use, e.g., freshman-soph-

omore science courses usually concentrate on textbook study instead of
library research. In other words, the statistics may be misleading if not
interpreted in light of the subject and situation. (This was rh; major
reasonJor adding the sections on data interpretation Lo the report.)

Although we could not evaluate fully the collection r,rppott of the
university's programs with only a quantitative study, *. ute confid.ent
that we determined collection weaknesses and. strengths. For example,
less than ten books (assuming more than ten books have been pub-
lished) on a subject about which a course is taught is probably weak sup-
port. On the other hand, a collection of 10,000 booki probably may be
considered strong support. It was, however, virtually impossible to assess
areas of average support. What is an adequate level of support? Ten
b-ooks per student? Twenty books per studint? Knowledge of quantity
alone is not sufficient to determine whether an area is well rnfpott"d,
even with the added information on enrollment. A qualitative iiudy is
needed.

The LC schedules also made evaluarion difficult. If a subject area
was well developed by [,C, evaluation was aided greatly. But when the
classification is relatively undeveloped, as in the case of computer sci-
ence, evaluation of collection support becomes virtually imposible. oth-
er methods of evaluation will have to be devised for such fields. Assign-
ing an LC number to more than one course assesses properly the coilic-
tion support for each course, but the immediate demand on the books
is not the enrollment for one course but the enrollment for ali courses
covered by that classification number. within one department common
subject coverage is readily apparcnt, but it is difficult to krro* which oth-
er dcpartments may also be drawing on the same resources. This is par-
ticularly a problem with strongly interdisciplinary departmenrs suc[ as
the Speech-Communication Department.

_ Finally, the study needs continuous updating. Enrollmenr statisrics
change each semester, materials are constantly being added to and with-
drawn from the collection, and course offerings arl continually chang-
ingJrequendy at a rate not reflected in the univ:ersity catalog.

The limitations mentioned were, in most cases, known to the depart-
ment and carefully considered before the study was conducted. The
method,ology was developed for the specific purpose of assessing rhe cur-
rent collection's support of the current university program, arid we be-
lieve the resulrs to be significant. A more comprirr""riu" understanding
of the collection related specifically to the curriculum and course enroll-
ments was gained. Problem areas and areas supported well by the collec-
tion were identified. University program emphiies and de-emphases were
discovered. 

-A-n _important incidental benefii was the gathering of infor_
mation useful for analysis of budget allocations, thai is, giv"en univer-
sity programs and related collection staristics, is the acquirltior* budget
properly allocated? Most importantly, the study encouraled tbrarians to
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meet the faculty on an equal informational level and efiective working
relationships developed in many cases.

Currently, the UNO Acquisitions Department is conducting the next
phase of collection evaluation, i.e., a qualitative evaluation of the book
collection. Using the quantitative evaluation as a starting point, major
bibliographies in the fields designated particularly weak or strong, or
those fields emphasized by the departments, are being checked against
the catalog. In addition, a study of the bibliographic structure of each
field is in progress in order to discern which format of resources ma-
terial best serves the field. For example, the importance of serials in the
sciences may reduce the need for much further study of the book collection
in these areas. Finally, some specific studies will be conducted for each
field deemed appropriate by the previous study and the discussion of the
study with the academic departments. These studies include a study of
the age of the books in the business collection and a study of the
amount of publishing available for certain subjects such as kinesiology.

Each new study will bring added knowledge and raise further ques-
tions that must be explored, as all studies have limitations. The UNO
stafi is convinced, however, that quantitative research can provide the li-
brary with a sound basis for communication with the administration
and faculty concerning collection evaluation and development.

r Signe ottersen, "A Bibliograpt 
":il#ras 

for Evaluating Libraries, " college
dt Research Libraries 32:12744 (March l97l) , contains an excellent annotated
bibliography of articles discussing evaluation.

2. William E. McGrath, "Determining and Allocating Book Funds for Current Do-
mestic Buying," CoIIege ,b Research Libraries 28:268-72 (July 1967).
William E. McGrath, "Measuring Classified Circulation According to Curriculum,"
College b Research Li,braries 29:347-50 (Sept. 1968) .
William E. McGrath, Ralph C. Huntsinger, and Gary R. Barber, "An Allocation
Formula Derived from a Factor Analysis of Academic Departments," College dt
Research Libraries 30:51-62 (fan. 1969).
William E. McGrath and Norma Durand, "Classifying Courses in the University
Catalog," CoIIege & Research Li.braries 80:533-39 (Nov. 1969) .

3. McGrath and Durand, "Classifying Courses," p.536.
4. McGrath and Durand, "Classifying Courses," p.534-5.
5. Nebraska. Univenity at Omaha. Gene Eppley Library. Acquisitions Department,

Quantitatiae Eaaluati.on of the Gene Eppley Library Book Collecti'ons in Relation
to the Courses Offered, at the Uniaersity of Nebraska at Omaha (Omaha: 1972),
362p.
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Interlibrary Loan Analysis
As a Collection Development Tool

Donrs E. Nrw
Uniuersity ol California at lrvine Library

and

RErHe Zeur Orr
Information Seruices

A llergan Pharrnaceuticals
Irvine, Calif ornia

A study of the 1,4)4 interlibrary loan requests of the California State
Uniuersity, Fullerton (CSUF) library cooering the period I JuIy 1971
to 30 lune 1972 is d,escribed. An analysis ol periodical article rbquests
by departments and the frequenty of tittes requested, uas madi. An
analysi,s of books requested by departments and by broad, Library of
Congress classificati,on was made. The findings releal a wide range in
dcpartmental interlibrary loan requests and in frequency of periodical
titles requested, and significant uariation in classifications of- books re-
quested.

TN ANY LIBRARY, one of rhe concerns is to build a collection ad.e-
I quate to its community of users. In a community the size of a state
university, however, details of the needs of the users, and changes in
those needs, are often slow to reach the persons responsible for mieting
them. Indeed they may never reach them. Therefor-e any method of au--
tomatically getring such information without relying on the users them-
selves (who are usually roo busy with other concerns) is greatly needed.
It is our contention that the interlibrary loan records of i large univer-
sity library can fill just this function.

A search of the literature uncovered similar, but not identical, analy-
ses of interlibrary loans in university and special libraries. Except for

1_st-udy-of incoming and outgoing interlibrary loan requesrs at citholic
university of America,r they were concerned primarily with periodicar
requests in the sciences. At southern rllinois university, described as a

Manuscript received March lg73; accepted for publication May lg7Z.
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rapidly exploding university, Graziano studied interlibrary loans in the
Science Library Division over a three-,rrear period.2 Five hundred and
three interlibrary loans were involved. Tabulations were made by depart-
ment, degree program, numbers of faculty and students, requests for
books, theses, serials, frequencies of serial titles requested, and dates of
serials requested. Among his conclusions: "There seems to be little cor-
relation between the number of persons with a department and the per-
centage of the total number of loans for which the department is re-
sponsible."a

Graziano suggests that his data regarding frequency of serial titles
requested indicate that "the chance that any particular title be requested
more than once is largely accidental and that this type of analysis is of
limited value as a selection aid for specific titles."4 His findings show
that since "only fou'r titles were called for fiae times or rnore in a three-
year period, it must be concluded that interlibrary loan records are of
limited value in pointing up the specific serial titles for backfile pur-
chase."5 (Our study, however, showed that in a one-ye,ar period nineteen
periodical titles were called for five times or more.)

Responding to Graziano, T. D. Wilson, librarian at Nuclear Reactor
Centre, C. A. Parsons & Co., Ltd., Newcastle upon Tyne, reported on his
one-year analysis of approximately 130 interlibrary loan requests for
periodicals, which produced a frequency curve very similar to Grazl
ano's.6 It should be pointed out that the two were dealing only with sci-
ence serials requested on interlibrary loan, and they were concerned as
well with backfiles, which we were not.

Ruth W. Wender, librarian at the University of Oklahoma Medical
Center, Oklahoma City, studied the interlibrary loan requests for serials
in the behavioral sciences.T She describes the special circumstances exist-
ing: a new advanced degree program had been created and an increased
number of faculty had been hired. In her study of 345 serials requested
on interlibrary loan, 46.3 percent were requested more than one time,
26.9 percent more than two times. Using a bar graph instead of a curve,
as Graziano and Wilson did, she gives a graphic rePresentation of the
frequency of requests for serial titles. Wender, however, difiers with
Graziano in her conclusions.
Thus, analysis of interlibrary loan borrowing records has proved to be a useful
tool for us. The analysis has aided in determining the library's needs in the be-
havioral sciences at the University of Oklahoma Medical Center under a par-
ticular situation of expansion: both as an aid in determining serial titles for
purchase and for backfiles acquisition.8

In a study by Susan C. Uebelacker at Catholic University of America,
the incoming and outgoing interlibrary loan requests were analyzed.e In
a one-year period 717 requests were initiated, categorized as follows: 281
monographs, 106 doctoral dissertations, 122 master's theses, and 208 peri-
odicals. A table presents total numbers of requests by departments- No
analysis as to subject classification was made of outgoing requests,
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though such a tabulation was given for incoming requests. For these, her
method was to use broad Library of congress subject classifications. No
attempt was made, however, to use the statistics collected in this study to
evaluate the library's collection.

With this background, an invesrigation of interlibrary loans at the
california State university, Fullerton (csuF) library was instituted ro
see whether an analysis of interlibrary loan borrowing was a useful way
of evaluating how well the library collection serves the needs of its fac-
ulty and graduate students. If so, the corollary of this would be rhat a

Hypothesi,s

The hypothesis for this study is quite simple-stated roughly, the
differences in number of book requests in the various classification areas
are statistically significant, and reveal weaknesses in the collection. Our
null hypothesis is:

Ho: CA1 = CAs = CAs etc.,

where CA stands for the various classification areas in the collection.
The hypothesis is based on the premise thar if the library is fulfilling
its purpose, i.e., providing materials for the scholarly research of its fac-
ulty and gtaduate students, interlibrary loan requests will be fairly uni-
form throughout all areas.

,Ou1 second hypothesis concerns periodical requests. If the period.
ical collection is adequate, the bulk of articles needed by the users will
be from journals held by the library. An occasional piece may appear in
journals not held, but the majority of title requesrs (journal titles per
year) should be one. Various empirical studies have suggested that the
title requests are a Poisson process with these parameters.lo Any title re-
quests which fall outside an agreed on probability limit, such as 98 per-
cent, should be considered for purchase. Our second hypothesis, then,
is that periodical title requests do follow a Poisson Distribution with
a g, (theoretical mean) of one.

Lirnitations

By way of introduction, the boundaries of the investigation should
be made clear. It does not attempt to evaluate the university library,s
collection in support of the undergraduate curriculum. It does not take
into consideration those users who find the library collection lacking and
go elsewhere. It makes no judgments of how much research should be
going on in the various departments of a university, though it reveals
some interesting indications of the wide variation in these activities. It
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does attempt to measure quantitatively how well the library collection
serves the needs of its faculty and graduate students who find it neces-
sary to search for material through the use of interlibrary loans. This
can be done despite imbalances due to demands of an active research-
oriented department, and regardless of numbers of faculty and gradu-
ate students in each department.

Definition of Terms

To define the terms used in this study, faculty are those persons em-
ployed to teach in the university, whether on a full-time or part-time
basis. Graduate stud,ents are those students working on an approved pro-
gram of graduate studies. As users of interlibrary loans, these two
groups form the population of the study. Departnxents are those curric-
ular or administrative departments and divisions listed in the university
catalog, which used interlibrary loan services in the period covered. fte-
terlib,rnry loans are those requests made to another library on the stan-
dard interlibrary loan request form prescribed by the American Library
Association. All requests were included, whether they were successfully
filled or not.

The raw data consisted of the carbon copies of interlibrary loan re-
quest forms processed during the period covered. The study covered one
calendar year-from I July l97l to 30 June 1972-which included a
full academic year plus summer sessions.

M ethodolo gy and, Re sults

The interlibrary loan files under analysis were received in numerical
order, the number having been assigned at the time the request was ini-
tiated. They were separated by departments. The l,434 loan records were
first coded by department so that they could be returned to the library
staff in the order in which they were received.

The next step was to separate them into meaningful categories. The
categories chosen, and number of requests in each, were: books, 527;
periodical articles, 697; dissertations and theses, 146; documents, 27i
ephemera, 27; and unidentified, 70. Boohs were defined as monographs.
Because this library catalogs separately those serial publications not re-
garded as periodicals, these, too, were treated as books in this analysis.
P,eriodicals were defined as publications issued regularly more than once
a year, with the prospect of indefinite continuation. Theses and disserta-
tions were easily identified as swch. Documents were publications issued
by a local, state, federal, or international government body. Ephemera
were reports, pamphlets, films, or papers not part of a larger work. Un-
identified were those items requested which could not be verified, either
by the requesting or lending library.

Boohs

Of the various methods for separating requests for books, it was de-
cided to tabulate them first by department, then into the broad subject
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fields of the Library of Congress (LC) classification. For this purpose,
Outline of the Library of Congress Classification was followed using
only the major classes.ll This coincides well with the major areas of
study in the university. In most instances, LC call numbers appeared on
the interlibrary loan request forms, and they were accepted without
question. Those few requests involving special classification systems or
those lacking a class number were assigned LC class numbers by the in-
vestigators.

Of a total of 527 books requested, requests by department ranged
from I to 135. The Anthropology Department requested 135 books (26
percent of all books requested); the History Department, ll7 books (22
percent); the Linguistics Department, 88 books (17 percent); and the
English Department, 74 books (14 percent). These four departments
represented 79 percent of the requests for books. There was then a ma-
jor drop to 2l or less books per department.

The number of books requested in each class ranged from a low of
one (agriculture, and Slavic and other languages and literatures) to a
high of eighty-six (American history). Table I is a list of books re-
quested, arranged by LC classification in order of descending frequen-
cY' 

TABLE I

Booxs RnqursrED, BY LC Cless

LC Class Number of Requests LC Class Number of Requests

E & F
BL-BX
G
a
H
D
PJ-PM
B-BJ
R
PN, PR, PS, PZ
L
J
PQ
A
P & P A

86
62
62
49
85
3 l
30
2 l
2 1
20
l6
t4
l l
l 0
9

T
c
z
V
N
PT
K
PB-PF & PH
M
U
PG
s

Total

I
8
7
6
J

4
3
.)
9
I

I
I

527

Periodical Titles Re quested

An analysis of the individual periodical titles requested reveals that
a total of 697 articles, from 438 titles, was requested. Table 2 presents
details on the number of titles and articles requested.

An analysis of requests by department for periodical articles re'
vealed a range of requests from a low of I (three departments) to a
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Times Requested

TABLE 2

FnrqurNcv or Rnqursr or Pnnroorcars

Number of Titles
Number of

Article Requests

320
6 l
27
I I

n

3
4
9

0
I

0
0
I

Total

high of 286 (Biology Department). Six of the twenty-one departments
requesting periodical articles accounred for 88 percent of the requests.
Four of the twenty-one departments accounted for 79 percent of the re-
quests.

Analysis of Results

Of the categories requested through interlibrary loan, only the books
and periodicals were considered worthy of analysis. CSUF does not ac-
quire and catalog dissertations and theses of other institutions on a com-
prehensive basis; so those requests are properly filled through interlibrary
loan. The library is a selective depository ?or government dbcuments, bur
since only twenty-seven of the requests fell in this category, it was con-
cluded that they were legitimate loan requests. Similarly with ephemera,
numbering only twenty-seven, it was concluded that they could not have
been anticipated in building the collection.

Boohs. As noted, all of the book requests were classified according to
LC classification. A Chi-square (12) test of staristical significance was
then performed to see which areas had significantly more requests than
might be expected by chance. We assumed that if the collection were
perfect for its users, there would be no requests-all areas would equal
zero, and thus be equal. Even assuming less than perfection, if the col-
lection were balanced for its users, each area would be getting approxi-
mately equal amounts of requests. Thus, our theoretical frequency for
12 was found by dividing the total number of book requests, 527, by 27,
the number of class areas, resulting in a theoretical frequency for each
class of 12.1. The distributions by class are shown in Table l.

I
2
J

4
5

6
4

8
9

l 0
l l
t 2
r3

320
r22
8 1
44
35
l8
28
l 6
0

20
0
0

l 3

697438
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An analysis of these figures bears out our hypothesis. Five areas had
significantly greater requests than the other areas (significant x2 = 38.85,
v = 26,.05 confidence level). These areas were:

E-F, American Ffistory, x2 = 449.0
BL-BX, Religion, xz :205.6
G, Geography, Anthropology, x, = 204.0

a, Science, x2 = 112.7
H, Social Sciences, x2 = 43.35

Thus a case could well be made for emphasizing the areas of great-
est weakness, e.g., American history and religion, as shown by these statis-
tics. The usefulness of this technique is especially notable in the lower
reaches, as it gives a hard cutofi point. (How many requests are signifi-
cant-35, 31, 30, 29?) Although we had selected the .05 confidence level,
our results were actually significant at the .02 level (significant f =

42.856).
P.eriod.icals. Table 3 summarizes the results of comparing the distri-

bution of our empirical data with the Poisson Distribution. This data
bears out the experience of others, and suggests that interlibrary loan
periodical requests do follow a Poisson Distribution, with a g, of be-
tween I and 1.4. This indicates that titles requested more than four
times should be considered for purchase [P (c4) = 98.670 for p = 1.4]'

TABLE 3

FnrqurNcv or Prnrortcer- Ruqurs'rs

Times Requested
Percentage
of Requests

Cumulative Poisson Distribution
D i s t r i b u t i o n  F = l  p = 1 . 4

I
.)
J

â

5
6
7 or more

t c

14
6
J

q

I
I

. 1 5
a 1

.93

.96

.98

.99
1.00

.736

.920

.981

.996

.999
1.000

.592

.833

.946

.986

.997

.999
r.000

CSUF difiers from Southern Illinois in having more titles requested
more than twice (13 percent versus 8 percent), and even had 4 Percent
requested five or more times, as opposed to the 1.4 percent which would
be predicted by the Poisson Distribution. This suggests a weakness, and
an analysis of dates requested would be necessary to see if the library
perhaps needs additional backfile purchases, or if the cunent serials
budget needs to be increased. The number of titles requested more than
twice was less than the Oklahoma Medical Center study (13 percent
versus 26.9 percent).

The departments least well served by the library's collection seem to

be: anthropology, history, linguistics, English, biology, and sociology'
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quest is initiated, the possibility of purchasing and receiving the book
in a time span no longer than it takei to acquiie it on roan. rI seems the
best this study can do is to indicate the colleltion is weak in certain sub-
ject areas.

ed.
It should be noted that while Graziano stated that interlibrary loan

analysis was not useful for this purpose, his study really showed that an
analysis of his library indicated that no periodical acquisitions were
necessary. This technique can demonstrate strength as well is weakness.

Suggestions for Further Research

su-ch as Graziano provides would indicate that the library is doing a good
job over time, and any variations should reveal themselves rather qrri.t-
ly.

The use of interlibrary loan will always be a legitimate method of
securing materials in any library where research and graduate studies are
pursued. No one library can be all things to all of its patrons. Selection
remains a necessary function in developing library collections. The lit-
erature on collection development often suggests specialization so that
certain areas will be comprehensively covered by at least one library in
a system or region. Library cooperation is emphasized in order to keep
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abreast of the growing body of literature. Flowever, there is growing

concern that ever increasing demands for loans are being placed on a

few large libraries, with high costs to those libraries which do the lend-

ing.rz 16.tr interlibrary loan may be an uneconomic way to meet user

needs.
Another reason for using interlibrary loan analysis as a collection de-

velopment tool is that it can provide information not available else-

wheie. In a large institution such as CSUF, information is not always

available to units that need it; for example, the fact that a department
has acquired a specialist in a new area and that there is going to be high

demand for works in that area may not be known to the library. Inter-

library loan provides one automatic kind of communication of such in-

formation. Through the use of automated record keeping it is always

readily available.
Therefore, for reasons of economics and ease of use, as well as ser-

vice to the academic library's patrons, analysis of interlibrary loans is a

worthwhile undertaking. Too often they are overlooked by selection and

acquisitions librarians as a guide for titles to be purchased'

l. susan c. uebelacker, "sratisticat ;;is ::,te rnterlibrary l-,oans a,tthe catholic
University of Arnerica Libraries, Jun'e l, 1962 through May 31, 1963" (Master's

thesis, Catholic University of America, 1965) ' 38p.

2. Eugene E. Graziano, ,.Interlibrary Loan Analyiis: Diagnostic for Scientific Serials

saikfile Acquisitions," Special Libraries 53:.251-57 (May 1962).

3. Graziano, "Interlibrary Loan Analysis," p.25?.
4. Gtaziano, "Interlibrary Loan Analysis," P.254'
5. Graziano, "Interlibrary Loan Analysis," p.256. (Our emphasis.) . -
6. T. D. Wilson, .,Foilowup on 

'Interiibrary 
Loan Analysis," Special Libraries

532493-94 (Oct. 1962).
7. Ruth W. *ender, "Analysis of Loans in the Behavioral Sciences," Special Libraries

60:510-13 (Oct .  1969).
8. Wender, "Analysis of Loans," p.5ll.
9. Uebelacker, "Statistical Analysis."

originals and $1.763 for photocopies.
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Draft Standard for
The Advertising of Micropublications

SuecoNraarrrno 35-AovsRTrsrNG Mrcnoronnr puelrcanroNs
Sraxoenps CoNrrarrrns Z39-SraNoeRDrzATroN rN rnr Frrr,u

or Lrnneny Wonx, DocuurNrerroN,
eNo Rrlarro PusrrsHrNc Pnaclrcrs

American N ational Standar ds I nstitute

Foreuordx

For reasons of economy and practicality, micropublishers may pub-
lish or republish many titles in one project. Thus publication may
extend over a long period of time. In fact, the corpus of a project
may be so large that the publisher will announce ind even 

-deliver

For all of the above reasons it is especially important that the infor-
mation outlined in this standard be provided in advertisements for mi-
cropublications.

This Standard was prepared by Subcommittee 35 of American National
Standards Committee 239 on Standardization in the Field of Library

* This foreword is not a part of the proposed American National standard for the
Advertising of Micropublications, 239.35-197 3.
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Work, I)ocumentation, and Related Publishing Practices. Subcommittee
35 was organized in December 1972. It had as its main working paper
The Eualuation of Micropublications by Allen B. Veaner (Chicago:
American Library Association, 197 l).

Suggestions for improvement of this standard are welcome
be sent to the American National Standards Institute, 1430
New York, NY 10018.

Americqn Notionql Stondqrd for the Advertising of
Micropubl icqtions (Drqfr) *

I .  SCOPE

This Standard is limited to those promotional materials which describe micro-

publications intended to be retained and used over a long period of time and

are usually available directly from the micropublishers, as contrasted with pro-

prietary information meant to be periodically updated or changed and dis-

tributed to a controlled readership.
This Standard applies to printed advertisements, catalogs, circulars, brochures

and other promotional vehicles through which micropublishers communicate

with customers and potential customers.
This Standard details for micropublishers the elements which will provide in

their advertising the basis for a critical evaluation of their published products

by prospective purchasers. The minimum information needed is outlined in the

basic cliecklist. Advertising which includes the irems on this checklist may in-

clude the statement, "Conforms to minimum requirements of ANSI Advertising

of Micropublications Standard." A complete list of elements needed to fully

define mitropublications is also provided for micropublishers who wish to give

a total description in advertising their products.

2. DATA ELEMENTS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS

The following is a list of micropublication and bibliographic data elements

recommended for use in advertisements and other Promotional materials by

micropublishers who wish to provide a full description of the materials adver-

tised. Those elements marked with an asterisk (*) make uP the basic checklist.

Advertisements and other promotional material incorporating all elements in

the basic checklist may include the statement, "Conforms to minimum require-

ments of ANSI Advertising of Micropublications Standard."

2.1 Nlicropublication Data.

*2.1.1 Title, including subtitle or series title if any.
2.1.2 Editor.

*2.1.3 Name and address of micropublisher.
*2.1.4 Place of publ icat ion.

* The following is a draft of a standard for advertising micropublications. The draft
has been circulated to interested parties for comment, and most of them have com-
mented. It is published here primarily for information Purposes. Anyone having im-
portant comments, however, should feel free to provide them in writing to Carl M.
Spaulding, Program Officer, Council on Library Resources, One Dupont Circle NW,
Suite 620, Washington, DC 20036.

and should
Broadway,
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*2.1.5 Lisr price of collection.
*2.1.5.1 Discount price (s) for prepublicarion purchase including

prepublication cur-ofi date (s) .
*2.1.5.2 Price of individual titles or pricing policy.
2.1.5.8 Discount prices for purchases of all or major parts of a col-

lection, ofiered in segments.
2.1.5.4 Description of rime payment plans ofiered.
2.1.5.5 Price of partial orders or pricing policy.

2.1.6 Availability.
2.1.6.1 Anticipated publication date.
2.1.6.2 Dare of final availability (if any) .
2.1.6.3 Schedule of segment by segment availability dares for col-

lections ofiered in segments.
2.1.6.4 Availability of individual unirs or parts of collecrions.

2.1.7 Microform specifications.
*2.1.7.1 Film type(s) and size (microfiche, microprinr, 3b mm reel

microfilm, etc.).
x2.1.7.2 Range of reduction rarios used.
*2.1.7.3 Polarity (positive or negative) .
*2.1.7.4 Film type (silver halide, diazo, vesicular, etc.) .
*2.1.7.5 Microform standards adhered to.
2.1.7.6 Order of filming (number, alphabetical, chronological, etc.).

2.1.8 Availability of eye-legible paper copies.
2.1.9 Scope and potential usefulness of collection.
2.1.10 Size of col lect ion.

2.1.10.1 Number of pages.
2.1.10.2 Number of volumes.
2.1.10.3 Number of titles.
2,1,10.4 Number of microform units (reels, microfiche, etc.) .

2.l.l l Pertinenr data abour writers of signed intoduction.
2.I.12 External and internal rerrieval aids orovided.

2.1.12.1 Cataloguing rules used if cirds are provided.
2.1.12.2 Bibliography (s) .
2.1.12.3 Indexes (printed, cards, compurer, etc.) .
2.1.12.4 Cross reference guides.
2.1.12.5 Reel guides.

2.2 Bibliographic Data.

2.2.1 Individualr i t le.
*2.2.1.1 Author (s) (or editor, or compiler, erc., or a combination

thereof) .
x2.2.1.2 Title, including subtitle, if any.
*2.2.1.8 Place of original publication.
2.2.1.4 Original publisher.

*2.2.1.5 Date of original publication or copyright dare.
2.2.1.6 If publication is a revised edition, indication of edition.

*2.2.1.7 Pagination or number of volumes if more than one.
2.2.I.8 Series name and number assigned to title in series.
2.2.1.9 Translation information (original title, language, and

translator) .
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2.2.1.10 Conference information (place and date of meeting, spon-
sors, etc.) .

2.2.2 Collection of titles.
*2.2.2.1 If collection is based on a published bibliography' the title

of bibliograPhY.
x2.2.2.2 Enumeration and description of individual titles or indi-

cation that a catalogue is available.
2.2.2.3 If collection is incomplete, indication of missing titles or

volumes and whether they will be available at a later time.

2.2.2.4 Location of original material.
2.2.2.5 Identification of source where information can be verified

if bibliographical data in 2.2.2.2 is brief.
2.3 Post purchase policy of micropublisher concerning guarantees and related

matters.
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UCLA Library Task Force

Rosnnre NrxoN
Uniuersity of Calilornia Library

Los Angeles

The Uniuersity of California at Los Angeles library is using part of its
stafi in a special mobile Tash Force group to work on system-uide
projects directetl toward the elimination of backlogs and toward deuel-
opment of improued manual and automated systems.

fN THE HALCYON DAYS OF 1968 when the University of Califor-
r nia libraries were still able to expect at least limited staff increases at
the beginning of each fiscal year, the assistant university librarian for

for apportioning new positions were tough ones and by necessity dis-
criminatory ones. Processing backlogs grew and the means for handling
them did not. Means of developing automated or even improved man-
ual processing methods were limited by lack of staff.

In fiscal year 1968/69 new technical processing positions were as-
signed not to units but were kept instead in one technical processing
Task Force group responsible to the assistant university librarian for
systems and technical services.

This group did not follow entirely the patterns of either the aero-
space industry project-oriented groups, or the business appraisal or ven-
ture-directed groups, but rather was formed and developed along its own
unique lines, suggesting in some ways the coming ad-hocracy of Toffier's
Future Shock.

The new technical processing positions-seven the first year, 1968/69,
and seven the second yeag 1969 170-were at the library assistant level.
The library has received no new positions since July 1g69, but the level
and the number of Task Force group positions have been shifted ancl
changed to accommodate library contingencies. At one point the Task
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Force group numbered eighteen, including three librarians, an assistant
administrative analyst, and a computer operator. The size of the group
may not yet have stabilized, bur at this time it has leveled ofi at eleven
positions: two librarians, one computer operator, and eight library as-
sistants.

The management of the group began as a joint assignment for the
assistant head of the Acquisition Department and the assistant head of
the Catalog Department, each on a half-time basis. Management of the
group was planned originally as part of a program for rotating super-
visory personnel from the technical processing departments, but su-bse-

velopment and public service assignments since, in fact, projects in these
areas were being specially approved and done by the Task Force group
on a more or less regular basis. However, for a variety of reasons, the
Task Force group's intended role as a procedure evaluation team did not
develop.

The group is task oriented. Projects must have a definite end. Re-

the project determines to which of the functional resource groups (the
Technical Services Committee, the Public Services Committee, or the Col-
lection Development Committee) the project is referred for advice.
Membership for these committees is drawn from the campus-wide li-
brary stafi, and, with this broad base for background inforhation, the
project is discussed in some depth, those involved are consulted, and the
Task Force manager is advised of the committees' recommendation. Be-
fore making a recommendation, the committee discusses the requests in
Iight of current good practice, looks for possible duplication of efrort,
ascertains that no unit or library function will be adversely affected, and
determines the request's suitability as a Task Force closed end project.
The committee also solicits suggestions for improving goals and proce-
dures in terms of quality or efficiency. Recently the procedure hal been
modified to allow requests of fifty hours or less to be acted upon at the
discretion gf the Task Force manager without formal consultatibn.

The Task Force as a rule has about twenty projects going at any one
time with each staff member working on several. In lgTllTZ thirty proj-
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ects were completed; work on eight of these was begun in the previous
year. Twelve difierent units made thirty projecr r.equesrs for Task Force
help during the year l97ll72; four of these requests were unsuitable
and were referred elsewhere for action. Technical Services Department
requests represented one-third of the project requests.

The projects range widely in time required and level of competence
needed. For example, one project required twenry hours of clerical help
to process a backlog of serial invoices; another project required five hun-
dred hours of complex bibliographic searching, as well as some familiar-
ity with Italian, Latin, and Medieval and Renaissance history. One proj-
ect (transferring from one branch library to another and completion of
cataloging of a specialized collection) within itself encompassed a con-
siderable range of tasks, including some for which the Task Force had
no capability, but the Task Force was able to support the project in a
variety of ways in the amounr of 1,300 hours with existing personnel.
One-sixth of the requests are for filing help. Of the rwenry projects
completed In 1972175 the time recluiredlor completion ranged frorrr less
than one month to twenty-four months with the average time for a
project amounting to four months; however, two developmental auto-
mation projects have continued for more than two years with an end in
the current year not yet expected.

The Task Force from its inception has supported the development
of automated projects and continues ro support them until such time as
they become operational. The weekly production of a computer listing
of new books, the production of an automated serials listing, and vari-
ous statewide automation projects for which local participation is re-
quired are among ongoing Task Force responsibilities.

Not recorded as formal project requests are quick responses with
short-term help made upon request of a unit head or administrative of-
ficer. These projects are sometimes of a trouble-shooting nature, and re-
cently they reflect emergency responses to the state of California's inter-
est in library problems.

In the beginning the group was considered to be an arm of the as-
sistant university librarian for systems and technical services. In Decem-
ber 1970, after serious re-evaluation, the Task Force became a separate
unit. Dissolution, merger with rhe Systems Department, or reorganiza-
tion as part of the Technical Services Department were considered. De-
partmental status as a unit of the regular library administrative network
was selected as the best means of clarifying and regularizing the Task
Force relations with the administration and with other units, the best
way to insure all library units an equal opportunity to profit from Task
Force help, and, given the state of the budget, to ensure flexibility and
maneuverability to library positions in the interest of developmental
and innovative programs for the total system. In a large and energetic
organization in which there is no lack of dynamic ideas, but in which it
is sometimes difficult to realize these ideas, the Task Force provides the
means to move quickly and effectively.
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While the Task Force's purpose and staff seem well established, given
the promises of automation,-the yeastiness of the library world, indeed
given the yeastiness of the world, it is difficult to predict whether the
Task Force will continue in its present state or even continue as a group.
At least for now, in the Task Force the UCLA library has additional
help in meeting and perhaps even shaping that future.
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Farber, Evan Ira. Classified List of
Periodicals f or the College Li-
brary. 5th ed., rev. and enll (Use-
ful Reference Series, no. gg)
Westwood, Mass.: Faxon, lg7\.
rsBN 0-87305-009-r. $14.00.

The Classified List of Periodicals
is a handy addition to the basic peri
odical reference tools. Consistently
the general arrangement, number of
issues per year, place of publication,
starting date, and price are indicated.
The annotations are writ ten very
well, encouraging the reader to read,
and are as varied as a long list of an-
notations could be. The first para-
graph of each annotation usually de-
scribes the scope or intent of the jour-
nal and the special emphasis, if any.
The last'sentence or two reflects the
opinion of the annotator, i.e., who
would most benefit from reading this
periodical, qualifying srrong and
weak points, etc. Also included are a

l,:T:* 
of scholarly anicles and re-

The fifth edition is by far the
most satisfactory of all the editions.
However, there could definitely be
some dispute with regard to Farber's
choice of subject categories. Though
the author explains why he grouped
some titles together with others in a
class (the subject divisions differ
somewhat from the previous edi
tions), one still might miss some ritles
because they were included in one
subject and not in another. This most
often arises because of interdiscipli
nary studies-the periodical is as-
signed to the subject which the aurhor
thought most important. Others might
find another subject more relevant.
In all fairness to the author, Farber
explains the problem, advising that
see references are used. In this re-
viewer's opinion, nonetheless, there

REVIEWS

are not enough see references. For ex-
ample, Art Education is under the
subject "Education," btrt Music Edu-
cator's Journal appears under the
broad subject "Music-Drama-Film-
Dance." Although Music Educator's
tournal probably is found more im-
portantly under that subject, it is not
too far-fetched to assume that one
might just as easily search under "Ed-
ucation" and should at least find a
cross reference.

An asterisk before a title indicates
that the title is recommended for
"first purchase," that is, one should
think of buying the title over one
with no asterisk. This recommenda-
tion is helpful in a limited budger
situation, and, similarly, rhat rhe
Classified lfst suggests the importance
of future purchase of back runs may
be useful. Yet, unless a librarian is
very new or the collection very young,
priority in purchasing is established
usually on the basis of patron need
or request and not on recommenda-
tions from books. This is not an es-
sential list for a large research library
because the faculty and,/or subject
bibliographers know the material in
their respective fields and thus would
find little need to consult such a book.

The list is a bit out-dated. In his
introduction the author says "Only
titles that began publication before
1969 are included in this list." He ad-
mits that it was difficult to evaluate
titles that had begun only recently.
Farber's honesty in describing the
scope of the book is admirable, but
the librarian who requires selection
assistance for titles commencing be-
fore the last four years receives no
assistance. Source (no. l, 1967- )
missed the List and is perhaps the
most important publication of new
musrc.

Probably the subject most com-
pletely covered is area studies. There
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is very little engineering, applied sci
ence, or technology. These are merely
touched upon under the subjects
"Chemistry," "Physics," and "Sci-
ence."

If the author updates the Classi-

fied List periodically it may be a more
crucial tool in the everyday life of
the practicing librarian. Titles which
are highly critical in the advanced re-
search areas are mentioned, but, all
in all, the book describes the bare es-
sentials. As it stands. the Zist would
be a good starting place for the
developer of an undergraduate or
junior college library collection, the
library school student, or begin-
nine professional.-Susanne Margulis
Kahle, State Uniuersity of New Yorh
at Bufialo, Buffalo.

Escreet, P. K. Introduction to the An-
glo-American Cataloguing Rules.
(Grafton Library Science Series)

New York: Seminar Press, 1972,
cl97l.  383p. ISBN 0-12-828850-7.
$ 1 1 . 5 0 .

As a member of the British group
working with the Arnerican Library
Association and Canadian Library As-
sociation groups on the Anglo-Ameri-
can Cataloging Rules (AACR), Es-
creet is familiar with the negotiations
which lie behind the present wordings
of the British and American texts of
AACR, and the reasons for the differ-
ences between the two texts. In the
present work he has not written an in-
troduction to AACR for the neo-
phyte but has created a collection of
glosses on the rules based on his ex-
perience in their creation. Only an ex-
perienced cataloger with both the
British and American texts at hand
can read this work with comprehen-
sion. Such an exercise will reward the
reader not only with a better under-
standing of the rules but also with
some delightful insights, e.g., ".
the longer it takes the cataloguer to
dig up some recondite piece of infor-
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mation, the less likely is it to be of
any assistance to the catalogue-user"
(p.39). This comparative reading is
not an operarion likely to appeal to
many, however.

After a preface and introductory
chapter, comments are given on most
AACR rules from I to 126 in Es-
creet's chapters two to seven. chapter
eight deals with the major differences
between the British and American
texts concerning rules for entry.
Chapters nine and ten resume with
comments on rules 130 to l9l,  includ-
ing difierences between the two texts
-and all the dust has not yet settled
on the battlefield. The current revi-
sion of AACR to accommodate the
International Standard Bibliographic
Description not only will make these
last two chapters outdated but also
should introduce greater harmony be-
tween British and North American
practice. Escreet omits commenI on
AACR Part III, Non-Book Materials.
A short appendix relates present
British National Bibliography prac-
t ice to the AACR.

There are many bibliographic ref-
erences in the text, extensive and fair
use of quotations from other writers
on the rules including enlightening
correspondence with C. Sumner Spal-
ding, the general editor of the
AACR, and an excellent bibliography
and index.

Escreet gives as the purpose of his
comments on the rules ". to assist
the newcomer to the rules to appreci
ate their content more readily, some-
times by averting possible misconcep-
tions, sometimes by relating one rule
to another, and occasionally by sin-
gling out the most important Passages
in a lengthy rule, or the key rule or
rules in a group of related rules."
Only an experienced cataloger will be
able to appreciate Escreet's work.
Over five years after its publication,
it is difficult to picture an experienced
cataloger who would be a newcomer
to AACR. This is not the "expository
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work of the highest quality" which
Noel F. Sharp in the foreword re-
gards as "a primary requirement for
the full understanding and proper
application of the Anglo-American
Cataloguing Rules." Nor is it an in-
troduction to the AACR for the li-
brary school student or new cataloger.
Its greatest use in North America
would seem to be by the supervisors
in large catalog divisions who must
arbitrate between conflicting interpre-
tations of a rule by staff members.
Consultation of Escreet's comments
frequently will shed light on the
original intent of the framers of the
rule. It will also be valuable for the
teacher of cataloging faced with di
vergent understandings of a rule by
students.

Introduction to the Anglo-Amer-
ican Cataloguing Rules should be
purchased try major academic librar-
ies for their catalog divisions and by
library schools. AACR still awaits its
Nlargaret Mann.-/. McRee Elrod,
Unitersity of British Columbia Li-
brary, Vancouaer.

Pritchard, Alan. A Guide to Com-
puter Li.terature; An Introductory
Suntey 61 the Sources of Infor-
rnal,on. 2d ed., rev. and expand-
ed. Hamden, Conn.: Linnet Books,
1972. I94p. ISBN 0-208-01182-X.
$7.50.

It is an interesting task to review
the second edition of a work, having
previously reviewed the first edition
(Library Resources dt Technical Ser-

uices l3:579-81). Although perhaps
presumptuous to assume that deficien-
cies have been corrected as the result
of one's review, it is a pleasure to re-
port that the second edition of this
book is a better efiort than the first,
at least in the variety and number of
sources which are covered. Of par-
ticular importance is the inclusion of
material on hardware and software
information sources.

The coverage of materials is good
and has an international scope. The
value of this work is to this reviewer,
however, somewhat questionable. The
sections on "Computer Literature"
and "The Cost of Information in
Computing" are of limited value and
could well be replaced by a discussion
of the field of computer science. If
the guide has been prepared for li-
brarians, such an overview is essential
to understand the remainder of the
book and the value of various .forms
of computer literature, On the other
hand, a computer scientist would find
the lack of complete bibliographic ci-
tations frustrating and the digressions
into bibl iometric characterist ics a
waste of time.

The second edition is certainly
better than the first, but it should be
considered for purchase only by those
libraries building major collections in
computer science.-Donald R. King,
Graduate School of Library Seruice,
Rutgers Uniuersity, New Brunswich,
Nezu Jersey.

West, Celeste, and Katz, Elizabeth, eds.
Reuolting Librarians. San Fran-
cisco: Booklegger Press, 1972.
158p. ISBN 0-912932-01-5. $2.00.

Cataloging in Publication received
a body blow with the appearance of
this book. Just when a cataloger is
again becoming accustomed to look-
ing at the verso of the title Page for
catalog copy, a book appears with a
facsimile on the back of the follow-
ing page. Ignoring the noncanonical
placement, the cataloger dutifully
settles down to the work of transfer-
ring the data to a p-slip {or typing,
revision, and ultimate filing. The first
subject heading gives him a little
pause: "Librarians-Campaigns and
Battles." Unusual, but it can be veri-
fied as a Library of Congress subject
heading. The second tracing is "Li

braries-Diseases and Pests." Un-
daunted, the cataloger looks at the
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last: "Meatballs-Creeping." If he
has not already, clearly he should look
at this book carefully. And what will
he find?

The book is a collection of forty
essays, poems, library science fiction
stories, 

'tracts, 
fables, and pieces of

unidentifiable genre by librarians in
revolt against the status quo. Togeth-
er they constitute a statement of dis-
content with almost every aspect of
the American library establishment.
With one or two exceptions, the con-
tributions are emotional, impression-
istic, and anecdotal; consequently,
they ofier little guidance to those
their authors would like to see
change. This is unfortunate because
the contributors have obviously ex-
perienced and observed injustices and
absurdities but they neither have
found nor shared possible ways of
rectifying them. If the authors think
the methods are implicit, they err-
primarily because those whom they
would change have regularly over-
looked, ignored, or vetoed possible
solutions to problems that have been
recognized for a long time. It is un-
reasonable to expect a manifesto
from such a diverse group, but more
concrete suggestions for change are
certainly in order.

Two essays should be of particu-
lar interest to technical service li-
brarians: Steve Wolf's "Sex and the
Single Cataloger: New Thoughts on
Some Unthinkable Subjects" and

Joan Marshall's "LC Labeling: An In-
dictment." These point out again the
insensitivity and inertia of the rela-
tively static subject headings and the
classification systems which are badly
in need of revision if they are to re-
flect changing attitudes in our society.

Other articles deal with curtent
topics of interest to Social Responsi-
bilities Round Table members and
their fellow-travelers. Expressions of
concern about assaults on intellectual
freedom, something that all librari-
ans should be in perpetual revolt
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against, are surprisingly few. In con-
trast, much attention is given to the
shortcomings of library education,
the democratizing of decision-making
in libraries, the perfidy of recruiters,
the rituals of the profession, and the
necessity for library unions. A very
brief, very eclectic bibliography is ap-
pended.

The editors are to be congratulat-
ed on their effort and they should be
encouraged to continue. The book de-
serves at least selective reading by all
librarians and particularly by admin-
istrators and library educators, the
groups with whom the revolting li-
brarians have the most difficulty in
communicating.-Charles Wm. Cona-
uay, School of Information and Li '
brary Studies, State Uniuersity of
New York at Bufialo, Buffalo.

Sub ject Retrieual in the Setenties:
New Directions; Proceedings of an
International Symposium held at
the Center of Adult Education,
Ilniaersity of Maryland, College
Park, IlIay 14 to 15, 1971, ed. by
Flans (Hanan) Wellisch and
Thomas D. Wilson. (Contributions

in Librarianship and Inlormation
Science, no. 3) WestPort, Conn.:
Greenwood Pub. Co., 1972. 180P.
rsBN 0_837 1.6322_6. $ I 3.00.

As pointed out in this symPosi
um's proceedings, retrieval methods
for locating information through the
author andlor title approach are very
well developed and extremely effec-
tive. Principles have been established,
international agreements reached, and
exceptions to the application of these
principles are reduced to a minimum,
regrettable as these instances are. Be-
cause these problems of access to in-
formation have been solved, the Pro-
fession has turned its attention in-

creasingly to the complex problems
involved in subject retrieval of infor-
mation. Special libraries long ago re-

alized ". that traditional methods
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of subject retrieval were inadequate
for the highly specific topics dealt
with in modern documents and for
the needs of their sophisticated
users." They have experimented con-
siderably with newer techniques and
conceptual frameworks, albeit not al-
ways successfully. Nevertheless, these
experiments have provided insights
into the underlying principles upon
which improved subject retrieval
methods must be built. So it is with
keen interest that librarians (particu-
larly those ,involved with national,
academic, and public libraries, wirh
their concomitant heterogeneous col-
lections and clients) greet any publi-
cation which promises to deal with
the substantive issues of subject re-
trieval.

Subject Retriexal in the Seaenties
will only disappoint its readers, despite
the Iist of distinguished speakers and
their equally intriguing topics. As can
be expected the papers vary widely in
their coverage of their respective areas.
For the most part librarians could
spend their time more profitably ad-
justing the correcrable deficiencies of
the subject headings in their own
catalogs than reading these proceed-
ings. Some notable exceptions to this
blanket condemnation, however, should
be emphasized. Hans Wellisch's open-
ing paper, "Subject Retrieval in the
Seventies-Methods, Problems, Pros-
pects," presents the problem of sub-
ject retrieval in historical perspecrive.
He critically examines the deficiencies
of Library of Congress (LC) subject
headings, finding the system ineffec-
tive: ". no more than about 30lo
of all subject searches in catalogs are
successful." He believes that the root
cause of this inefficiency of LC subject
headings is due to the lack of ".
firm principles to guide their forma-
tion or application." Wellisch bases his
specific and detailed proposals for im-
proving the efiectiveness of subject re-
trieval of information upon

. . , strict rules, derived from General Sys-
tems Theory and the principles of subject
analysis developed during the last 30
years. LC subject headings should be aug-
mented by terms taken from specialized
thesauri. rvhen terms on a certain level of
specificity could be linked to those at oth-
er levels . . by rneans of common classi-
fication codes (possibly UDC). Subject
headings should be applied so as to gen-
erate a co-extensive string of descriptors
. . . leaving the degree of specificity of in-
dexing terms to individual libraries.

His conclusions are based on the as-
sumption that there are no firm prin-
ciples by which the Library of Con-
gress formulates subject headings.

The final paper, "Library of Con-
gress Subject Headings-Review and
Forecast" presented by Richard S. An-
gell, should have preceded Wellisch's
paper in the symposium program, as
C. Sumner Spalding of the Library
of Congress noted during the first dis-
cussion period. Even more value
would have accrued to the library
world had Angell's paper been made
available to the speakers before the
symposium convened. This paper be-
gins with a description ol Sub ject
Headings Used in the Dictionary Cat-
alogs of the Library of Congress
(LCSH) and of the bibliographic rec-
ords and services in which it is used.
Specifically the author details the aux-
iliary lists available to the subject
cataloger at the Library of Congtess.
These include lists of all of the geo-
graphic names, topical subdivisions,
and form headings used as subdivi
sions and the headings under which
they are used. In addition priorities
are given for the choice of the form
of a new heading. Clearly there are
firm principles on the basis of which
terminology is selected and applied.
To my knowledge this is the first time
this information has been generally
available. It is apparent that Wellisch
lacked this information, and it will
be very interesting to see what direc-
tion his proposals take now that he
has this knowledge. Every librarian
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who operates in a system based on the
use of ICSFI will want to read An-
eell's paper, not only for the descrip-
tion of LC practices, but also for (l)
the ". . recommendations for review
and improvement of the [LC] lists,"
(2) a suggested ". technique for
adopting revised headings within the
constraints of the present card cata-
Iogs," and (3) ". . . suggestions offered
for fuller publication of the total
LC subject heading systems in future
edit ions."

The chapter titled "Recent Re-
search Trends in the Field of Infor-
mation Retrieval Languages," by Eric
de Grolier, is notable for its brevity
and generalizations, perhaps an accu-
rate reflection of this parricular field
of study. The bibliography (prepared
by one of the editors) will provide
the reader with more information than
de Grolier's remarks.

Potential readers are advised to
read the last paper first, turn back to
the opening paper, and then await the
publication of the eighth edirion of
LCSH with the hoped-for supple-
mental lists-Janice H. Shawl, Chab-
man. College Library, Orange, Caii-
IOrnzA,

Wynar, Bohdan S. Introduction to
Cataloging and Classification. 4th
rev. ed. (Library Science Text Se-
ries) Littleton, Colo.: Libraries
Unlimited, 1972. 344p. ISBN 0-
87287-050-2. $8.50.

Major frustrations must plague an
author whose text needs regular up-
dating, for he rarely brings out a re-
vised edition before another new as-
pect, publication, or advancement is
drawn to his attention. Because so
many have found the rules in Anglo-
American Cataloging Rules (AACR)
regarding nonbook cataloging incom-
plete and unsatisfactory, chapter nine
will have to be rewritten next time in
line with Nonbooh Materials (bv

Jean Riddle Weihs, Shir ley Lewis,
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and Janet Nlacdonald, lst ed., Otta-
wa: Canadian Library Association,
I973). Because the tenth edit ion of
Abridged Dewey Decimal Classifica-
l ion iras not avai lable at press t ime,
Wynar will have to change the expla-
nation of the broad and close classi-
fication (p.n\ in accord with the
new policy: no longer an abridge-
ment, but a close adaptation.

One must recognize the distinct
improvement by enlarging the classi-
fication chapters with sections on Ex-
pansive, Subject, Colon, and Univer-
sal Decimal classifications, treating
the Library of Congress classification
more fully, rewriting the account of
the Dewey classification in accord
with the eighteenth edition, com-
ments on the future of classification
with automation, etc.

For anyone tempted to teach an
introductory course from AACR only
to find its complexity inducing stu-
dent frustration, this text solves the
problem. It presents the basic rules
simply and understandably. Thereaf-
ter, the code can be referred to for
finer details. Rarely is a professor
satisfied with someone else's textbook.
Bearing this in mind, the book could
be used efiectively by one too harried
to write his own. Suficient references
are given to other books which would
be used in conjunction with this text
to allow one to assign specific assign-
ments for material not amplified
enough for his manner of teaching
the course. Some instructors might be
grateful for lesson plans or explana-
tions of how to teach problems re-
lated to classifying. As samples have
been given in cataloging, so could sec-
tions of the tables or schedules be
cited to exemplify some of the more
difficult aspects of classification, e.g.,
number building.

To the neophyte xx and sa in
chapter fourteen would be unclear un-
til he found the more complete ex.
planation in chapter fifteen, where the
distinction is clarified.
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For the student who gives Bible
credence to a textbook, a greater stress
might be laid on the sratemenr thar
the form of the catalog card present-
ed is one of several simple and gen-
erally efficient methods. One should
adapt to the library in which one
works. For example, those who Xerox
cards will find that leaving only one
space at the left of the card fre-
quently causes the left edge of the
call number to be invisible on the
copies. Also, why not type the tracing
as low as possible on the back of the
card, so that it can be seen even more
easily in the card catalog?

Comparing catalog records pre-
pared under the old and new rules is
helpful, because most catalogs con-
tain records of both types.

The example at the end of the
last paragraph of ft3 on page 281
contradicts the explanation given in
the first paragraph of ft3.

To be picayune the printing could
be improved, e.9., on page 235 a quote
is made with no quotation marks, in-
dentation, difierent print, or blank
space left  after i t .  Obvious unimpor-
tant typographic errors occur on
pages 183 and232.

This standard work, greatly im-
proved, will continue to satisfy many
users and is reasonably priced.-
(Reu.) Jouian P. Lang, O.F.M., De-
partment of Library Science-AV, Uni-
uersity of South Florida, Tampa.

Grose, B. Donald. The Antiquarian
Booktrade; an International Di-
rectory of Subject Specialists. Me-
tuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1972.
176p. ISBN 0-8108-0544-8. $5.00.

Within the past several years a
number of well-written articles on
the subject of o.p. acquisitions have
appeared in library science and book-
trade journals. Felix Reichmann's
"Purchase of Out-of-Print Material
in American University Libraries"

(Library Trends l8:328-53 [Jan. 1970])
and the 1969 AB Bookman's Yearbooh
spring to mind as superior examples.
Nonetheless, for many acquisitions li
brarians, the mechanics of o.p. pur-
chasing doubtless remain obscure.

The experienced rare book librari-
an can penetrate these mysteries by
virtue of long association with the
antiquarian trade, and, if length of
service fails him, can turn to dozens
of specialized guides, such as the In-
ternational League of Antiquarian
Booksellers and Sheppard Press direc-
tories. The general acquisitions librar-
ian, however, is often at a disadvan-
tage. Since he does the bulk of his
purchasing from the in-print market,
he has little opportunity to gain fa-
miliarity with antiquarian dealers;
and the very abundance of rare book
reference tools may prove more con-
fusing than helpful. It is this sort of
librarian, rather than the rare book
specialist, who possibly might profit
from having basic o.p. trade informa-
tion drawn together in simplified
form into one up-to-date volume.

As its subtitle indicates, The An-
ti,quarian Booktrade is primarily de-
voted to listing antiquarian dealers
according to their subject specialties.
Subject heading scopes range from
general (i.e., "Bibliography") to spe-
cific (i.e., "James, Henry") . The syn-
detic apparatus seems fairly ade-
quate, although there are a number
of inconsistencies, such as "Medical-
Obstetrics & Gynecology" but "Med-

ical-Psychiatry: see Psychiatry." Some
subject assignments are questionable.
H. P. Kraus, e.g., is rightly listed un-
der "Incunabula," but not under
"Manuscripts." He is also listed under
"Art" with a see also from "Illumi-

nation," but could a neophyte secure-

ly infer that Kraus is a leading sup-

plier of illuminated manuscriPts?

While Grose does give a subject head-

ing list separate from the dealer-by-
subject section, it would have been
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more helpful had he also provided
an explanation of his method of
formulating and assigning subjects
(i.e., are the headings his own, culled
from dealers' advertisements, from
other directories, or what?). Such un-
certainties unfortunately detract from
the usefulness of Grose's book.

On the positive side, however, are
a few prefatory hints on searching
titles and on doing business with o.p.
dealers. Dealer coverage, while not all-
inclusive, is genuinely international.
He provides current addresses for the
dealers in a separate alphabetical-by-
name section as well as listing (with
addresses) the major antiquarian
booksellers associations here and
abroad. Included also are selected ab-
breviations and definitions of terms
frequently encountered in o.p. cata-
logs and a short bibliography of stan-
dard antiquarian reference tools.-
Patricia Ohl Rice, George Arents Re-
search Library, Syracuse Uniaersity,
Syracuse, New Yorh.

Brault,  Nancy. The Great Debate on
Panizzi's Rules in 1847-1849: The
Issues Discussed. Los Angeles: The
School of Library Service and the
University Library, University of
Cali fornia, 1972. 89p. $3.00.

The preface of Brault's analysis
of the records of the parliamentary
investigation of the British Museum
of 1847-1849, a study undertaken
while the author was a research asist-
ant at the UCLA branch of the In-
stitute of Library Research, states
that the study is intended "as a use-
ful source for the student of catalog-
i.g and the library professional."
This appears to be an understate-
ment. Many of the arguments ad-
vanced over 135 years ago by Panizzi's
opponents remain in active circula-
tion today, and the majority of his re-
sponses are as cogent and correct now
as they were then. Indeed, with few
exceptions Panizzi appears, to quote
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R. K. Olding, as "a man with the an-
noying habit of not only being right,
but of being able to prove it" (quot-
ed on p.9). Thus, a publ icat ion bring-
irg information about the Panizzi
hearings within easier reach of to-
day's librarians has value far beyond
that of historical source material.
The issues raised in those hearings are
still current and compelling. The
light Brault's study sheds on them is
a contribution to cataloging theory,
and the UCLA School of Library Ser-
vice and the university library deserve
commendation for making it avail-
able.

The study consists of a number
of chapters presenting Brault's inter-
pretation of the issues found in the
hearings portion of the 1850 Report
of the Commissioners Appointed to
Inquire into the Consti tut ion and
Gouernment of the British Museum
with Minutes of Eaidence, together
with substantial excerpts from those
hearings at the end of each chapter.
Though no two persons undertaking
a study like Brault's would make the
same choices, for the level at which
her scudy was conducted her selections
appear well made. The historically
important ninety-one rules, often re-
ferred to in the testimony, are re-
produced at the end of the book; this
in itself should be a boon to students
and teachers of cataloging.

Particularly interesting among
Brault's chapters is that entitled "Per-

ception of the Work" (p.48-50) .
Brault claims that hidden in the tes-
timony on more popular issues is the
recognition that while a work may
appear in various languages with
widely varying titles these editions
should be brought together in the cat-
alog. This is a matter causing much
debate among present-day catalogers.
Bringing together the various editions
of a work was put forward as an ob-
jective in the revision of the 1949
"red book" rules into what evolved
as the Anglo-American Cataloging
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Rules, bnt in the deliberations on
that revision, it was lost sight of of.
ten, or at least relegated to a less im-
portant position than the other objec-
tive of identifying individual biblio-
graphic entities. On-going contro-
versies, such as whether uniform ti-
tles should be printed on Library of
Congress cards for translated editions
of works, or whether movies made
from a play should be regarded as
editions of that play, are clearly re-
lated to the old problem of the "per-
ception of the work." In spite of how
little explicit arrenrion the problem
received in the hearings, it would still
be helpful to those struggling wirh
questions based on it to read what
mid-nineteenth-century scholars had
to say.

Brault's monograph is short; of
its iighty-nine pages, only twenty-six

Present her own comments, with the
rest given to excerpts from the hear-
ings and the reproduction of the
ninety-one rules. It does not offer any
explanation of why problems like the
recognition of works, the fullness of
titles, and the use of form headings
appear to have eternal life, but it
does remind us that this is the case.
We discover once again that sup-
posedly new solutions to cataloging
problems, such as mechanical tran-
script ion of t i t le pages accepting au-
thors' names as presented thereon, are
not new at all. It is refreshing to find
it maintained, in hearings held in
1847, that such solutions may change
the very objectives and functions of
a catalog. Furthermor€, Brault's pre-
sentation of the testimony brings to
our attention that many demands
placed on an author catalog may not
be compatible with one another.

Because the Panizzi debate illu-
minates problems of current interest,
I recommend that Brault's book be
read by all beginning students of bib-
liographic cataloging. At the very
least, it provides an excellent intro-
duction to the full Report. (Librari

ans of library schools not possessing
a copy of the original document may
be interested to know that it has been
reprinted recently by the Irish Uni
versity Press as volume three of the
set ftirh Uniaeriity Press Series of
British Parliamentary Papers. Educa-
tion. British Museum [Library of
Congress card 70-105155].) For more
advanced studenti however, and for
those with a professional interest in
cataloging problems, Brault's study
serves only to whet the appetite. Is-
sues raised in the 1847 inquiry into
the afiairs of the British Museum are
unsettled still; the minutes of that in-
vestigation could serve well as the
point of departure for a much deep-
er analysis of those issues than ap-
pears in this work.-Michael Carpen'
ter, Uniaersity of Calif ornia, Berke-
lry.

Eyre, John, and Tonks, Peter. Com-
puters dr Systems: An Introduction
f or Librarians. Hamden, Conn.:
Linnet Books, 1972. 127p. ISBN
0-208-01073-4. $5.75.

The authors describe their book
as ". an introduction specifically
written for librarians or library stu-
dents." Such a textbook must "outline
what a computer does, especially in
the library context and explain in
general terms what systems work is
about." The authors believe that oth-
er works on the subject are too tech-
nical for the intended audience or
are focused on non-library applica-
tions. Implicit in this statement is the
assumption that the problems of bib-
liographic files and information re-
trieval are different from those en-
countered in commercial and scien-
tific applications. While works on
computers in libraries are available,
the authors dismiss them: ". . . all of
these seem either to assume a knowl-
edge of computer workings or are in-
tended to interest the reader on meth-
odology." Periodical articles are
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judged to be limited in the sense thar
they tend to give individualized views
of systems. Intended is a simple but
informative book which would ac-
quaint the novice with the potentials
and limitations of computers in li-
braries.

The book satisfies the first two de-
scriptions: it is simple, and, to a cer-
tain degree, it is informative. The
first four chapters describe the com-
puter and its components. The next
four chapters deal with systems analy.
sis and design; to cover such a topic
in four chapters is an admirable feat.
That those chapters take twenty pages
says something about the depth of
coverage. The remainder of the book
is devoted to input procedures, com-
puter processing, and various forms
of output.

Illustrations appear together-a
feature which some will find con-
venient-at the end of the text. The
bibliography is weighted heavily to-
ward British publications and is bet-
ter described as selective rather than
comprehensive. The index, more than
adequate for the size of the book, not
only is faceted (i.e., compiled after
the style of the Preserved Context In-
dexing System) with main and added
entries, but index references also are
to the top, middle, and lower parts of
the page. A note of warning: flow-
chart symbols used in the book do not
conform to the American National
Standards Institute standard (ANSI
X3.5-1970) . The lack of a glossary,
particularly in an introductory work
such as this, is an unfortunate omis-
sion. On the other hand, the entire
book may be viewed as an extended
glossary organized by subject rather
than the traditional format of terms
in alphabetic arrangement.

Neither a "how to do it" nor "how
it was done in my library" book, Com-
puters dr Systems acquaints the reader
with the basic terminology but hardly
with the potentials and limitations of
computers in libraries.-Elizabeth
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Pan, Graduate School of Library Ser-
uice, Rutgers Uniuersity, New Bruns-
uich, New Jersey.

Nemeyer, Carol A. Scholarly Reprint
Publishing in the United States.
New York: Bowker, 1972. ix,262p.
rsBN 0-8352-0485-5. $12.50.

Carol Nemeyer's work is a wel-
come contribution on a significant de-
velopment in modern publishing. It
is t"he only published investigation
that has come to grips with any aspect
of this international phenomenon.
The study is limited to the United
States with its "main focus on hard
copy, small edition facsimile reprint-
ing." Information was obtained, for
what was originally a Columbia Uni
versity dissertation, through inter-
views (about 95) and questionnaires

Jl:t, 
completed by reprint publish-

The ensuing machine manipula-
tion of the data produced one very
good thing: an informative thirty-
nine page directory of publishers.
Less satisfactory was the utilization
of apparently all data gathered from
the questionnaires in nineteen tables
of unequal worth (there is no list of
these tables), and in statistical shards
scattered throughout the text. We
learn: "At least l0 f irms [of 116] do
not sell reprints to college and univer-
sity libraries. Bookstores, ranked
as primary market by 22 firms, are not
considered an important market by 26
firms" (p.ll3) . The lack of structural
amenities frequently encountered in
survey research is softened somewhat
by the author's jaunty style, though
there is one semantic confusion that
disturbs. We find that "A scholarly re-
print publisher is one who assumes
the responsibility for the selection,
production and sale of new copies of
scholarly works . . ." (p.3), a seeming-
ly tautological definition of scholarly
reprint publishers as reprinters of
scholarly works (also inferred from
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to imply works of interest to scholars perience. rn 1963, Argosy Antiquarian
and other serious readers" (p.t5). issued a reprint of Emil reichmann's

The two historical chapters vary A Journey to Alaska, well publicized
in merit. Chapter three is a short re- and welcomed as an invaluable narra-
prise of several thousand years of tive. The public remained unaware
book trade history. More to the point that several manuscripts in Teich-
is the chapter on "Republication Pro- mann's hand, more extensive than the
grams in World War II." The war published vefsion, plus additional
was the womb of the modern reprint notes, sketches, and artifacts were
industry, and the -author pays justi- preserved (all too well perhaps) at
fiable attention to the U.S. Alien the University of Chicago library.
Property Custodian with due credit Need the reprinters have mentioned
to men like J. W. Edward and Eugene this, supposing they possessed the in-
B. Power. The characteristically cau- {ormation, and would it have en-
tious posture of the American Li- couraged a new edition thus under-
brary Association is also recorded. cutting the reprint? Does the reprint
The author does not discuss ALA's diminish the market for a new edi-
Reprint Expediting Service and its at- tion? The penultimate chapter, titled
tempt to create a channel of commu- "Reprinters and Librarians," is en-
nication between librarians and pub- livened by comments on the antiquar-
lishers. The survey of current reprint ian trade.
publishing in chapter five is sound; Nemeyer's book deserves to be
the segment on how reprinters select widely read and will undoubtedly be
their titles is particularly intriguing. reprinted, at which time one minor

It was Nemeyer's decision not to error may be corrected: Anglia in-
touch on the international aspects of stead of Anglie on page 48.-Robert
reprint publishing so that there is no E. Cazden, College of Library Sci-
mention of such topics as business re- ence, Uniuersity of Kentucky, Lexing-
lations between American and Euro- ton.
pean reprinters, or the market for

years. Aiming to aid both rhe cataloger
Attitudes of publishers were very and library user, this work cotrelates

mixed on the advisability of adding the Library of Congress (LC) classi
new matter, such as introductions or fication schedules with the Library of
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Congress subject heading list. Vol-
ume I is arranged by T C classification
number, with indication of the sub-
ject headings that appear bearing
those numbers in the subject heading
list. Volume 2 is an alphaberical list-
ing of the classified ru-bj..r headings
contained in Volume l, with the class
numbers noted.

The work is based on the comput-
er tape for the seventh edition
(1966) of Subiect Headings Used in
the Dictionary Catalogs of the Li-
brary of Congress (LCSH) and on
the supplements of the next eighteen
months. The editors do not specify,
however, the exact date of the latest
supplement that is included. The
work is approximately five years out
of date, and the closely spaced typog-
raphy does not easi ly permit writ ing
in corrections.

Volume I arranges the subject
headings by class number as given in
LCSH.If there is more than one sug-
gested classification for a particular
subject heading, it appears under each
appropriate class. It must be remem-
bered, however, thar only subject
headings that appear in ZCSII bear-
ing LC classification numbers are in-
cluded. Since several subject headings
are often assigned to a given book,
and the book can be physically
shelved in one location only, rhe pres-
ent work is no substitute for the cata,
loger's ingenuity and understanding
of both the LC classification sched-
ules and subject heading lists, how-
ever inconsistent and ambiguous they
may be.

Volume 2, the alphabetical listing,
proposes to help the library user by
directing him to the classification
number assigned to the specific sub-
ject heading in which he is interested.
The volume is, at best, a partial in-
dex to the Library of Congress classi-
fication schedules. In addition to the
main headings that are used in LCSH,
the see references to these headings
are included. Flowever, unless the li-
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brary user carefully reads the intro-
ductory essays in both volumes he will
be misled into believing that all the
books assigned a specific subject head-
ing may be found in one place on the
shelves.

The introductory essays will be of
great interest to catalogers. Daily and
Manheimer analyze the structure of
the LC subject heading list in its re-
lation to the classification schedules,
and Williams describes the program-
ming that produced the classified and
alphabetical lists from MARC tapes.
Large catalog departments and library
school collections will wish to acquire
this work.-,/udith B. Barnett, PeII
Marine Science Library, Narragansett
Bay Campus, Uniuersity of Rhode Is-
land, Narragansett.

Daily, Jay Elwood. Organizing Non-
print Materials: A Guide for Li-
brarians. (Books in Library and
Information Science, vol. 3) New
York: M. Dekker, 1972. 190p. ISBN
0-8247 -6044.r. $12.50.

Daily presents a discussion of the
theories of organizing nonprint ma-
terials, reinforced with cataloging ex-
amples. The first part of the book is
devoted to an examination of prin-
ciples of nonprint organization; the
second part presents examples for im-
plementing them. A principle, con-
stantly emphasized, is that the collec-
tion be based on the needs of the li
brary community. A serious study of
the community should be done be-
fore any attempt is made to organize
the material. Daily also believes that
the library community is not always
best served by treating nonprint ma-
terials "as books," both in their cata-
loging and their storage.

In one chapter, Daily-. offers a
method for cataloging material which
has no self-description. The method
draws heavily on the subject ap-
proach. A brief discussion of the
grammar of subject headings is in-
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cluded, to be used as a guide to build-
ing one's own subject lists as an al-
ternative to the Sears and Library of
Congress lists, which Daily contends
are not based on the natural order of
the language.

The suggested method of catalog-
ing phonorecordings is quite a drastic
departure from the Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules. For example, Daily
prefers title entry for all phonore-
cordings, including classical music.
He feels thar the repetition of titles
in the card catalog would cause no
more cdnfusion than books beginning
with the tirles "Introduction to ."
and "How to. ." Certainlv manv li-
brarians wil l  take issue wit lr  this ap-
proach.

Daily considers a procedural man-
ual an important, but often neglect-
ed, step in organizing a collection.
The manual can be used as a basis
for writing a guide for library pa-
trons and as an aid in training library
employees. Such a manual is a neces-
sity for establishing computerized op-
erations. The author outlines what
details should be included, particular-
ly those pertinent for computerized
oPeratrons.

The second part of the book con-
tains a sample community survey, per-
formed by a graduate library science
student. Also included is a sample
procedural manual. Alphabetical and
classified lists of subject headings are
provided. A listing of audiovisual
sources is given, as well as an exten-
sive bibliography.

Throughour the book, Daily main-
tains that much of the cataloging can
be done by a well-trained technical
assistant. This is another point with
which many librarians will take issue
(including this reviewer) .

This volume has potential useful-
ness for a wide range of libraries,
from school to research libraries. Of
particular value is the discussion of
relating cataloging procedure to com-
puterized operations. Ffowever, the

book does not cover the handling of
all types of materials so completely
and clearly as does Weihs's Nonbook
Materials: The Organization of Inte-
grated Collections.-Sara Koons, Na-
tional College of Education, Euans-
ton, I l l inois.

Cunha, George Martin, and Cunha,
Dorothy Grant. Conserttation of
Library Materials; a Manual and
Bibliography on the Care, Repair,
and Restoration of Library Ma-
terials. Vol. II: Bibliography. 2d.
ed. Metuchen, N.J., Scarecrow
Press, 1972. xiv, 414p. ISBN 0-
8108-0427-1 .  $11.00 .

A greatly expanded second edition
of the bibliography which formed
part of George Cunha's one-volume
first edition, this bibliography con-
tains 4,882 numbered entries, more
than twice as many as the 2,200 (un-
numbered) entries in the first edition.
If we subtract the entries which list
the titles of journals and other publi-
cations devoted to conservation and
the entries designated "No entry,"
however, we are left wirh 4,734 en-
tries, of which approximately 950 are
duplicates, leaving about 3,800
unique citations.

In this extensive and sorely need-
ed bibliography, we have a publica-
tion that affords the serious student
of conservation a wealth of material:
which, regrettably, appears to have
been put together hastily and with lit-
tle attention to the niceties of bibli-
ographical consistency and accuracy.

The duplication of entries is a
serious bibliographical weakness. For
instance, J. H. Ainsworth's Paper the
Fifth Wonder is in Section I: Histor-
ical Background, under the general
heading "Paper and Papermaking" and
under the subheading "Paper (The
Substance) ," as item number 867, with
a brief and uninformative annota-
tion. It is encountered next as num-
ber ll89 in Section II: The Nature
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of Library Materials: General, this
time with a longer and generally in-
formative annotation. Found a third
time as item number 136l in Section
II, under "Paper," it has this rime an
annotation which is better than the
first but not as good as the second.
Furthermore, number 867 makes no
mention of any edition, although the
date for the third edition (1967) is
given. In the second listing, only the
annotation informs that it is the
third edition, while the last citation
includes the edition statement. Incon-
sistencies of this nature, of which
there are a disappointing number, de-
tract from the usefulness of the bib-
liography.

The arrangement of the bibliogra-
phy is another weakness. The authors'
introduction states that the bibliog-
raphy is organized by subjects to cor-
respond with the arrangement of the
text in volume one, and that this en-
hances its usefulness. Actually, it does
just the opposite. For example,
sources on paper are located in five
difierent places throughout the bib-
liography, ink in three places, insects
in three places, and so on. A much
more logical and useful arrangemen[
would have been to organize the bib-
liography according to the booh, i.e,,
the history of the book, the materials
that make up the book, the binding
of books, the care and restoration of
materials, the enemies of books, en-
vironmental control, etc., rather than
according to the table of contents of
volume one. The authors seemingly
imply that the reader should have
both volumes in hand while using the
bibliography.

About 28 percent (1,374) of the
total number of entries are annotat-
ed, but the majority of the annota-
tions are either so brief or so obscure
as to be of little value to the user. An-
notations such as "A short, scholarly,
and interesting commentary," or "A
useful leaflet for curators" tell the
user very little. Either all (or at least
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most) of the unique entries should
have been carefully annotated, or
none. One suspects that the annota-
tions included were obtained from
the same sources as the entries them-
selves and were not edited or verified.

This is, however, a very com-
mendable efiort. It is something that
needed doing and the Cunhas did it.
The wealth of material in this bibli
ography makes it a welcome addition
to every library interested in the con-
servation of archival materials.-
Matt T. Roberts, Preseruation Off i .ce,
Library of Congress.

Reichmann, Felix, and Tharpe, Jose-
phine M. Bibliographic Control
of Microform.s. Sponsored by the
Association of Research Libraries
under conftact with the Office of
Education. Westport, Conn.:
Greenwood Press, 1972. 256p.
rsBN 0-837 l-6423-0. $ 12.50.

This is the report on a survey of
the bibliographic control of micro-
form materials, including microfilm,
Microcard, Microprint, and micro-
fiche. The importance of such control
is indicated by the study's findings
that microform production is increas-
ing at a rate of 20 percent annually,
and that "the number of microforms
issued is expected to reach parity with
printed books in the very near fu-
ture."

The report itself is quite brief,
only thirty-three pages; the remainder
of the book is filled with appendices.
But i ts length is by no means an in-
dex of the labor involved in the
study, of the volume of data gath-
ered and analyzed,, or of its value to
librarians.

For the survey, data were gathered
from 190 American libraries, and at
least some information was obtained
on the bibliographic control of mi
croforms in each of seventy-three other
countries.

The authors recognize three rules
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as governing bibliographic control sys-
tems: (l) every item acquired has its
appropriate bibliographic control, ei-
ther homemade (catalogs) or store-
bought (indexes); (2) bibliographic
control costs money; and (3) incor-
rect bibliographic control is worthless.

The survey found that American
libraries, having no alternative, rely
on homemade systems of control.
More than 95 percent of its subject
libraries do some cataloging of their
microform holdings, aithough many
catalog selectively or do not provide
complete cataloging. Reichmann and
Tharpe also report that "the over-
whelming majority of the 190 li-
braries that responded to the ques-
tionnaire on local bibliographic con-
trol are not satisfied with the present
situation and deplore the lack of ade-
quate control."

The authors' solution to this prob-
lem is "a national tool that can
supplement but never completely re-
place the library's own catalogs and
lists." Specifically, they propose "a na-
tional, machine-readable index of mi
croform publications that can be
broken down into a multiplicity and
variety of indexes tailored to the par-
ticular needs of a given library."
However, the authors note that the
inadequacy in local bibliographic con-
trol is rooted in the "widespread be-
lief that microforms are 'second-class

citizens."' They find evidence that
printed books are given priority over
microforms: for example, "generally,
the processing of microforms is post-
poned in order to make printed books
available to the patrons as quickly as
possible." Perhaps all that is neces-
sary to insure adequate bibliographic
con$ol at the local level is not ma-
chine-generated national bibliogra-
phy, but a change in library attitudes
toward microforms, to eliminate sec-
ond-class status and so to inspire the
adoption of equally high standards
for the processing of all types of li-
brary materials. Even if we agree (as

this reviewer does) that a machine-
generated national bibliography of
microforms would be very valuable
to libraries, much of its utility would
be lost without such an attitude
change.

The authors find that the biblio-
graphic control of archival materials
is superior to that achieved by li
braries, and so recommend that "co-
operation should be established be-
tween the ARL [Asociation of Re-
search Libraries] (and later, the In-
ternational Federation of Library As-
sociations) and the Microfilming
Committee of the International
Council on Archives." They also have
succumbed to the temptation to rec-
ommend in areas outside the scope of
the study; they recommend that li-
braries be protected against inferior
reproduction methods and offer spe-
cific proposals for establishing and
enforcing standards for the produc-
tion of microforms.

A machine-readable index of the
type recommended, its requirements,
and the details of its production are
described by Henriette Avram and
Harry Gochman in an appendix. Re-
grettably, these authors limit their dis-
cussion to the production of standard
author, title, and subject lists, and do
not consider the production of spe-
cial "indexes tailored to the particu-
lar needs of a given library." The
ability to produce such special in-
dexes is, perhaps, the major justifica-
tion for the development of a ma-
chine-readable data base like that
which is proposed, and certainly the
generation of special indexes would
help to reduce its unit costs.

Finally, this book contains a 176-
page annotated microform bibliogra-
phy. The entries are divided into
four classes: I. Catalogs and Lists, 169
entries; II. Collections and Series, 144
entries; III. Manuscripts and Archival
Collections, 169 entries; IV. Refer-
ence Books, I I entries. All works list-
ed in the fourth class are bibliogta-
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phies, e.9., Guide to Microforms in
Print and National Register of Mi-
croform Masters. The authors warn
that this bibliography has shortcom-
ings. (Was there ever one that did
not?) Even so, it is a much valued
supplement to the remainder of the
work.

This is an important contribution
to the literature on microforms, with
findings and recommendations that
merit serious consideration. It should
be available and read in everv libran
that is sincerely committed to the use
of materials that are recorded in mi-
ctoform.-Cftarles Euans. Universit"t
of Mississi p pi, IJniaersity.

Lakhanpal, S. K. Library Binding
Manual. rev. ed. Saskatoon: Seri-
als Dept., Murray Memorial Li
brary, University of Saskatche-
wan,  1972.63p.93 .00 .

This relatively expensive little
publication has a misleading title. Ir
is not really a library binding manual
-it does not deal with collaring,
guarding, stubbing, sewing, case mak-
ing, binding specifications, and the
other fundamental aspects of library
binding. Therefore, it should have
been called "Instructions for Prepar-
itg Materials for Binding in the
Murray Memorial Library," as it was
written to be an in-house guide for
the staff of the library. This is nor to
say that many of the routines de-
scribed could not be used by other li
braries, at least those with modest
binding budgets as is the case with the
library in question. But other librar-
ies of comparable size probably fol-
low equally good routines; it is, there-
fore, fair to say that this pamphlet
either does not go far enough, i.e., ac-
tually discuss library binding, or it
goes too far, i.e., simply reiterates
things that have been said before.

The author gives a detailed and
quite good description of the proce-
dures to be followed in preparing ma-
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terials for binding, including a de-
scription of his master bindery file,
which, while somewhat old-fashioned,
should make it virtually impossible
to receive a serial from the bindery
that has been incorrectly stamped or
bound in the wrong color buckram.
Aside from this, however, the author
says little that was not said by Feipel
in his now out-of-date Library Bind-
ing Manual (1951), which, l ike Tau-
ber's Library Binding Manual (1972) ,
is what its title says it is. The author
does not mention many fundamental
matters that are to be found in Fei
pel's book, outdated though it may
be.

Four pages of the pamphlet are
devoted to the mending of worn
books and pamphlet binding, and all
four should have been deleted. The
author describes mending a book with
mystic tape; this type of tape, unless
carefully selected and even more care-
fully applied, does more harm than
good and may make rebinding vir-
tually impossible when it becomes
necessary. His recommendation of
"stiff cardboard" pamphlet binders,
which become embrittled and disin-
tegrate sooner or later (and usually
sooner) , and may transfer their acid-
ity to the text block, is to be deplored.

The last page of the manual con-
sists of seventeen swatches of low-
grade buckram. These add little to
the value of the publication but
probably added considerably to its
cost.-Matt T. Roberts, Preservation
Office, Library of Congress.

Gallivan, B.; Bamber, R. N.; and
Buckland, M. K. Computer List-
ing of a Resente Collection. (Uni-
versity of Lancaster Library Oc-
casional Papers, no. 6) Lancaster,
Eng.: University of Lancaster Li-
brary, 1972. 68p. ISBN 0-901699-
r2-8. {0.50.
This University of Lancaster re-

port departs from the operations re-
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search analyses of library services con-
tained in earlier papers. It covers a
relatively simple implementarion for
generating four types of computer
printouts used in controlling and ac-
cessing Lancaster's reserve collection.
The implemenration is nor integrared
with any acquisition, catalog, or circu-
lation system. The authors candidly
explain a number of modifications
to their initial plans.

A single punched card per copy
contains all data for list production:
author, brief ritle, copy number,
classmark, time period held on re-
serve, and course department and
number. A master list ordered by au-
thor and another list ordered by
course are cumulated weekly; supple-
ments cumulating daily through the
week are generated in a more compact
format. A list in classmark order of
copies to be taken off reserve is pro-
duced at the end of academic periods.
Each copy of a title for each course
is separately itemized on all lists to
emphasize the number available and
to control their selective removal. Ex-
amples of each type of list, and flow
diagrams and COBOL programs for
their production are given.

Cost estimates show that labor
plus machine costs make the new sys-
tem more than twice as expensive (at
f776 per year) as the labor-only pro-
cessing costs of the previous single vis-
ible index system. Lack of oprimized
procedures in both sysrems limit the
usefulness of the comparisons. For
the new system, the proofreading la-
bor, the frequency of some lists, and
some sort procedures are subject to
question. But total cost is not the
same as cost-effective, and clearly
there is improved service with mul-
tiple copies and with better collection
control.

Some attention is given to dupli-
cate copy purchase decisions includ-
ing that of single titles serving more
than one course. Feedback to instruc-
tors is provided in manual mode by

ultimately returning their original re-
serve request forms with tallies oI
circulations per academic period. The
authors reporr that, in turn, improved
cooperation is received from the fac-
ulty in submitting their next reserve
requests.

The report is of interest to sys-
tems personnel and to managers of
reserve or similar dynamic, temporary
collections. It is a partial response to
reducing the severity of the cyclic
problems associated with reserves.-
Alan R. Benenfeld, Electronic Systems
Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The British Library and AACR: Re-
port of a Study Commissioned by
the Department of Education and
Science. A. H. Chaplin, direcror
of study. London: The Library
Association, 1973. 86p. ISBN 0-
85365-286-44. {2.25 (fr.80 to L.A.
members) .

The British Library and AACR,
a study directed by A. H. Chaplin,
formerly Principal Keeper of Printed
Books at the British Museum and ex-
ecutive secretary of the International
Conference on Cataloguing Princi
ples that prepared the Paris Prjnci-
ples, pinpoints in a concise and di-
rect manner many of the differences
between the Anglo-American Cata-
loguing Rzles (British text) and the
British Museum Library (BML) cata-
loging rules. The initial assignment
was to determine how the AACR, al-
ready adopted by the British National
Bibliography (BNB), could be adapt-
ed to meet the requirements of the
BML and the other copyright librar-
ies in order to eliminate duplication
in cataloging the copyright deposit
books. The governmentfs decision,
while the study was in process, to cre-
ate a new national library changed
the focus of the study to planning an
integrated system of cataloging and
bibliographical recording for a new
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national service. The work being re-
viewed is a supporting paper for the
study under the leadership of Mau-
rice Line reported in The Scope for
Automatic Data Processing in the
British Library (London: H.M.S.O.,
1972. Zvol.) .

For the BML the AACR is not a
sacred cow. In relevant instances its
correctness, practicability, and clarity
are closely sffutinized in the Chaplin
study through cogent reasoning, com-
parative lists, extensive tables, and ex-
planatory comments as Chaplin fights
for such features as both round and
square brackets, and epithets, while
at the same time showing that the
Bl\{L requirements mighr be accom-
modated within the MARC sysrem.
A focal point of the study is the
variance between the .BNB concerns
"to record as simply as possible the
information needed by someone wish-
ing to know what new works have
been published, to order a work from
a bookseller or publisher, or to find
a copy of a work in a library" and
the BML tradition ro represenr "the
physical features of the books with
sufficient accuracy to identify the par-
ticular edition or issue of which it is
copy and to distinguish ir from oth-
ers, including those nor held by the
library."

BML, however, welcomes changes
that raise standards instead of lower-
ing them. Tlle AACR, for example,
provides for writing names beginning
with Mac, Mc, or M' exactly as found
in the book, whereas the BML has
preferred the use of Mac in every
case. As long as the filing order of
Mac is retained the BML is willing
to accept the AACR. For {684,000
BML could foresee embarking on the
total conversion of the General Cat-
alogue to machine-readable form. If
total conversion is not feasible the
BML may have to accept a catalog di
vided by date, a situation they have
ways resisted "regarding its unity as
a substantial factor in its usefulness
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as a bibliographical tool." It is not,
however, as if the General Catalogue
has always been kept up-to-date, for
there is, as those who have used the
library in recent years are aware, a
substantial card index of recent ac-
cessions not yet included in the bound
volumes of the General Catalogue.

Chaplin's study either singly or in
conjunction with the study under Line
(cited above) should provide the
stimuli for many a suggestive hour
of discussion by professors, students,
and theoreticians in the areas of tech-
nical services and automatic data
processing. The Chaplin study deals,
in the words of Command Paper
Cmnd. 4572 (London: H.M.S.O.,
l97l), which established the broad
framework for the British Library,
with "the most significant complex
of museums and library resources in
Europe." That is quite a laboratory
and quite a responsibility.-Elizabeth
Snapp, Texas Woman's Uniuersity Li-
brary, Denton.

Pope, S. Elspeth. The Ti.me-Lag in
Cataloging. Metuchen, N.J.: Scare-
crow Press, 1973. 209p. ISBN 0-
8108-055r-0. $6.50.

Elspeth Pope's doctoral study
looks at almost one hundred years of
effort to reduce duplicative work in
cataloging done by American librar-
ies. Of principal concern are the bib-
liographic operations and products of
the Library of Congress (LC) , espe-
cially in the past fifteen years. Pope
concludes, on the basis of comparable
studies of availability of LC catalog-
ing data in 196l (conducted by Rog-
er C. Greer for a Rutgers University
Ph.D. thesis, 1964) and in 1970 (con-
ducted by Pope), that the time span
from publication to availability of
LC cataloging data for current Unit-
ed States trade imprints has increased.
The increase during this decade is on
the order of one to two months.

The author views past LC at-
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tempts to speed up cataloging infor-
mation delivery as a succession of
"enthusiastic promises" and "subse-
quent disappointment," and regards
the newly established Cataloging in
Publication (CIP) program, in i ts
present form, as an unlikely mecha-
nism for substantive improvement.
She proposes instead an intensifica-
tion of cooperative activity and com-
patible cataloging practice between
publishers and LC leading to the pro-
vision of acceptable descriptive data.
These data would be a by-product of
the listings prepared for publishers'
catalogs. Such information, plus a
copy of the typescript on which LC
could base subject analysis, should
lengthen the lead time for providing
definitive CIP information and there-
fore enable LC to solve "the time-lag
in cataloging."

Pope has tackled a problem of
considerable interest and concern, es-
pecially to technical services librari
ans. In the introduction, her adviser,

Juy E. Daily, characterizes the study
as "a major and enduring milepost in
the literature of librarianship," one
which "meets every requirement of
objectivity, of methodology readily
followed, of bibliographic accuracy."

The work can be criticized on two
general levels. The first, which is of
lesser importance, covers matters such
as style, cohesion, intelligibility, and
editorial acceptability. In these areas
The Time-Lag in Cataloging is sadly
deficient. The writing is graceless.
There are abrupt jumps in both sub-
ject content and logic. Insufficient
identification is provided for people
("Mr. Spalding" and "Mrs. Dunlap,

of the University of Michigan Li-
braries," p.74) , oryanizations ("cata-
log department" apparently stands
for the Processing Department of
LC, p.8) , and concepts (LC's prac-
tice of superimposition is misleadingly
and inadequately defined in a foot-
note, p.57-58). The book bears all
too many earmarks of the typical dis-

sertation: over-extended use of
lengthy and not always apposite quo-
tations in place of paraphrase, sum-
marization, and abstraction of other
authors; conclusions based on literal
interpretations of carefully selected
sources which favor the thesis argu-
ments; and an imperfect understand-
ing of processing operations, biblio-
graphic standards, and goals of both
LC and other libraries.

More significantly, this study does
not do justice to the topic. The prob-
lem is complex, even more than the
author has portrayed. She pays too
little attention to LC's dramatic in-
crease of cataloging output since 1966
under the National Program for Ac-
quisitions and Cataloging (NPAC).
If cataloging data appear slowly for
U.S. trade imprints, some responsibil-
ity must lie with the Association of
Research Libraries (and its members)
who were strongly influential in insti-
tuting NPAC and its attendant strains
on LC's Processing Department.

Furthermore, Pope's conclusions
(chapter seven) rest on extremely

shaky ground. They are based on (l)
a decidedly pessimistic view of LC's
Cataloging in Publication Program,
contrasted with (2) an over-enthusias-
tic appraisal of publishers' ability to
perform acceptable descriptive cata-
loging, especially insofar as such cata-
loging could be integtated successful-
ly and consistently into the existing
sizeable and complex bibliographic
data stores of large public and re-

search libraries. For example, Pope

glosses over the problems of name
and series authority establishment

and reconciliation.
Improvement in centralized cata-

loging and the distribution of biblio-

graphic data is possible and should re-

ceive high priority. Pope's critique

and proposed solution, unfortunate-
ly, will not lead the way.-IosePh A.

Rosenthal, Uniaersity of California,

Berkeley.
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Toward a Theory of Librarianship; Pa-
pers in Honor of lesse Hauk Shera,
ed. by Conrad H. Rawski. Metu-
chen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1973.
564p. ISBN 0-8108-0535-9. $15.00.

Some years ago it was quite fash-
ionable to poll gtaduate library
school students in order to identify
the "most popular author" of library
literature. The results were almost al-
ways the same: Jesse Shera received
by far the most votes. Students liked
his lively writing style, were intrigued
by his ability to interweave ideas and
facts gleaned from wide reading in
a variety of disciplines, and applaud-
ed his aggressive and independent
stance in a profession characterized
by complacency and conformity. But
perhaps what they admired most was
his incisive and often brilliant han-
dling of abstract ideas in an attemPt
to find order in our chaotic world.

Thus Conrad Rawski's title for
this volume of essays is well chosen,
for Jesse Shera has contributed more
to a "theory of librarianship" than
any other modern librarian. But
Shera's contribution to the theoretical
foundations of library science has yet
another aspect. For while his own
writings have been important, his
consistently critical and theoretical
approach to a profession once chas-
tized by Butler for the "simplicity of
its pragmatism" may well prove his
most lasting contribution. Shera, for
some thirty years, has been the intel-
lectual center of our universe-a cen'
ter of gravity around which younger
intellectuals could circle. This collec-
tion of essays nicely reflects the ex-
tent and significance of Shera's in-
fluence in the latter role. For one

finds here essays by some of the most

brilliant and productive men and
women to have worked in this Pro-
fession both here and abroad. And

each essay is characterized bY one

thing-a theoretical approach. Taken
together, these diverse and often dif-
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ficult papers must be considered a sin-
cere compliment to Jesse Shera and
a considerable contribution to our lit-
erature.

That this book was published by
the press founded by Ralph Shaw,
one of the few men considered
Shera's intellectual equal, is fitting in-
deed. And while the two men rarely
agreed, it is well known that each
held an honest respect for the other.
Perhaps the best way to recommend
this book dedicated to the thinking
man's librarian is to say that it is es-
sential reading lor those who think
critically and theoretically about li
brary science.-Michael H. Harris,
CoIIege of Li.brary Sci'ence, Uniuer'
sity of Kentucky, Lexington.

Ilunter, Eric J., comp. ExamPles II-

Iustrati.ng Anglo-American Cata-
Ioguing Rules, Bri'tish Text, 1967.

London: The LibrarY Association,
r973. 50p. ISBN 0-85365-126-4.

f1.50 (f1.20 to L.A. members).

Prepared under the ausPices of

the Library Association Cataloguing
and'Indexing Group for the PurPose
of i l lustrat ing the Anglo-American
Cataloguing Rzles, British Text, this

cataloging sampler offers more than

similar published manuals by provid-
ing accompanying notes for each ex-

ample, citing the essence of the rule

used, and explaining the rationale of

the choice of entry and the form of

the heading, as well as the descriptive
rtems.

For American librarians, it can

serve two purposes: to exemplify the

rules and to show, to a limited extent,

the differences between the British

and the North American texts. For

the first purpose, the manual provides
ample carefully selected examPles,

presented in the form of the main

intry record. The examples display
insight into the essence of the rules'

Two indexes facilitate approaches
through problems, e.g., adaptions, des-
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ignations in headings, Festschriften,
librettos, etc., and through rule num_
bers. Examples of added entr ies and
cross references are included in the
appendices.

Since the examples included in the
sampler follow the rules exclusivelv.
i t  is part icularly usc[ul to American
librarians, because Library of Con_
gress printed cards, prepared under
the pol icy of superinrposi i ion, are not
always easy to interpret, particularly
wrth respect to form of the heading.

In scope, this sampler cou..,  -oit
o[ the major rules in the code. With
few exceprions, rhe rules in Chapters

I through 7 are illustrared. Chapter
8 (rules for incunabula) is excluded.
Chapters 9 through 15 are illustrated
only partially.

One drawback of this sampler is
that i ts descript ive cataloging *i t t  U"
out-of-date soon because Chapters 6
and 7 of the rules are being revised
accordins to the Internatioial Stan-
dard Bibliographic Desoiption. The
body of the entries in this samoler
wil l  need to be revised as soon as the
new rules for descriptive cataloging
are published..-Lois M. Chan, Col-
lege of Library Science, (Jniuersity of
Kentucky, Lexington.
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Quoted from the manulacturer's liter-
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The design of the reader does not pro-
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THE AIJTHCIFIITY.

When you need obiective information on
library equipment, furniture, and supplies,
there is only one published authority-Library
Technology Repofts.

Ubrary Technology Reports is a unique
bimonthly consumer publication of the Amer-
ican Library Association. LfR is designed to
provide crit ical, objective evaluations of
products used in libraries, media centers,
and other educational institutions.

Testing and evaluation are conducted by
nationally recognized independent testing
laboratories and consultants, among which
are R. A. Morgan Company (microform read-
ers); United States Testing Company (audio-
visual equipment); William R. Hawken As-
sociates (microform reader/printers); and
Buyers Laboratory lnc. (photocopiers, type-
writers, steel library shelving, and library
furniture).

For additional information and a sample issue, write to:
LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY REPORTS, AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

50 EAST HURON STREET, CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60611
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International Series of Monographs in Library and Information Science,
Volume 14
By K.G.B. Bakewell, Senior Lecturer, Department of Library and Information
S tudie s, L iv erp o ol P oly technic

This book provides a comprehensive guide to cataloguing, intended for both
practising cataloguers and advanced students ofcataloguing and indexing. The
author combines theory and practice, with particular reference to thirteen
libraries whose cataloguing departments he visited. These thirteen libraries
where chosen to provide representative examples of different kinds of library-
public, special, national and academic. Theii practices are referred to with
liberal examples, throughout the text.
Although the book emphasizes British practice, it has an international appeal,
especially in view of current moves towards international standardization of
cataloguing methods. Its reference value is enhanced by the provisions of
many bibliographical references.

1972 ISBN 0-080166974
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$ 24.00
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International Series of Monographs in Library and Information Science,
Volume l5
by J.H. Hodson, Department of Palaeography, University of Manchester

This monograph suweys the theory and practice of the administration of
archives. Based on a course of lectures given in the Department of Librarian-
ship, Manchester College of Commerce, it sums up the author's fifteen years
experience of archive administration in three types of record repository:
county, public library and university. Students of librarianship and library
science, librarians, records officers, intending and practising archivists will
find the book ofgreat interest.

ISBN 0{8{)16676-8 $ 16.s0
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ATTENTION CATALOGER!

We take this opportunity
to introduce you to
our new Enlarger III.
This remarkable unit
will enlarge your
desired N.U.C. en-
try to catalog card
size in seconds. AIL
you have to do is
place the catalog
on the exposure
glass and push a
button! In 7 seconds
out comes a sharp, clear
enlargement for your
catalog card production. You
may even want to place a com-
pleted card on the exposure glass
and enlarge that. Great for Computer
entry, Search purposes, Inventory or Instruc-
tional material. Imagine all of the possibilities!

We would really appreciate it if you drop us a line so that we
might send you some sample copies and additional information
on the Enlarger III. The more catalogers we talk to, the more
we can improve on our unit to be of better service to you.

Hope we see you at the ALA meetings!

405 SOUTH BOULEVARD . OAK PARK, ILLINOIS 60302






